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Stamps, Postcards & Postal 
History Sale 

Wednesday 27 October 2021 - 10.30am 

Viewing: Monday 25 October 10:00am-4:00pm, Tuesday 
26 October 10:00am-5:00pm and morning of the sale 

from 8:00am. 

Buyer’s Premium: 

20% + VAT (24% in total) 

Requests for telephone bidding must be registered one 

hour prior to the close of the view day.  

We will not accept requests on sale days.  

Lines are booked on a first come first served basis and 

are subject to a minimum lot value of £500 in Fine Art 

Sales and £200 for all other sales.  

Live bidding is available at: 
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Worldwide, with China. 

Worldwide accumulation in five cartons, many 

thousands of stamps in over 30 volumes and 

loose, including vintage pages and loose-leaf 

albums with useful Latin America and other 19th 

century, a charming though battered 1902 local 

edition Indian States postal stationery album, also 

seen mint Convention States in an album, cotton-

tied bundleware and world off-paper masses, the 

China over several volumes with 100s of stamps 

from 19th century onwards incl. 1885 3ca mauve 

small dragon mint perf 12½ (SG.11, cat. £525) and 

two used 1885 and 1888 perf types, lots of coiling 

dragons, junks to Hall of Classics $2 used, Mao 

reprint multiples, through to 1966 cultural 

revolution set used, 1977 Chou En-lai set mint, as 

well as a few Shanghai, unusual Tea Clearing 

House revenues, interesting Japanese Occupation 

ovpts not in SG, etc. Often very little rhyme or 

reason as to how this was organised, there will be 

finds to make here. Please see also Lots 150 and 

193 from this accumulation. £450-500 
  

2 
 

Worldwide Country/Thematic collections 

Worldwide country/thematic collections in four 

large cartons, 43 volumes from an island 

enthusiast's estate including nine boxed Lindner 

hingeless albums for MNH runs of Seychelles, 

Kiribati and Tuvalu to approx. 2000 and Faroes 

(three vols.) to 2012. Then FDCs for these nations 

to about 1997, various booklets, etc, as well as 

replete albums for Queen Mum 80th, Charles/Di 

wedding (three SG vols), and Disney, plus 

extensive Worldwide A-Z collection of 1000s 19th 

century onwards neatly written-up in nine fat 

binders. The latter with much Middle East and 

'sand-dunes', French Colonies pre- and post-

independence, China noted from 3 candarins large 

dragon (presumed forgery), plenty of sets and 

souvenir sheets. Some accessories accompany 

incl. four printed Tuvalu albums for which the 

corresponding sets are crammed in two 
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stockbooks. We recommend a thorough inspection. 

£750-1,000 
  

3 
 

Worldwide 

Worldwide accumulation in an oversize carton and 

3 clear tubs, a mass of material from a half-tonne 

estate, one of the tubs being France/Colonies from 

classics onwards in 10 vols, incl. a Lighthouse 

album housing decent used collection with 1929 Le 

Havre ovpt (toned) and good range of charity sets, 

airmail high values, etc. plus a mostly empty two-

volume Yvert edition. Another of the tubs is all US 

including 19th century postal history. Then the 

large carton with over a dozen albums incl. China 

with Hwangshan landscapes part-set used, an 

inner tub with good loose from 19th century 

onwards. Then the strong third tub packed with 

cards, album pages, small albums and loose, 

noted Boer War cover with manuscript 'on active 

service - no stamps available', Netherlands Indies 

censor cover via Hawaii, Lithuania 1920s 

correspondence, 1960s/70s commercial 

correspondence incl. Brunei, Qatar, Saudia Arabia, 

Thailand, etc., through to world new issues. Great 

potential here once organised - this one will keep 

you busy over the winter! £500-750 
  

4 
 

Worldwide Accumulation of Collections 

Worldwide accumulation of collections in five 

boxes, 1000s of stamps in over 30 volumes and 

loose, inlcuding US in 7+ vols. with useful mint 

range from plate blocks starting in 1920s to 2007 

new issues, plus FDCs 1930s onwards, some 19th 

century incl. 2cts black Jackson used, cinderella 

collection, etc. Also Australia and New Zealand 

with new issues, Antarctic/Pacific/BIOT mint 

collection, mint m/s of USA and Canada to 2007 

and Oz to 2008, thematic ships on stamps FDC 

collection, 1937 Coronation complete mint in 

special album, etc, as well as GB incl. presentation 

packs/booklets 1960s-2009 with face value well 

over £400. £450-500 
  

5 
 

Worldwide Accumulation in Six Tubs 

Large sorter's lot including useful British 

Commonwealth with stockbook of omnibus mint 

sets, various vintage approval books, mostly 

picked-over albums and stockbooks, however 

occasional interesting items, noted penny black 

(four margins) tied by red MX on large-part cover 

with early 12/6/1840 'Bristol P.y Post' straight line 

cancel. Also seen hardbound 1964 Vienna UPU 

congress presentation book of QEII mint series 

(100+ stamps), GB presentation packs in five vols. 

(face £250+), etc. Mixed condition. Please inspect. 

£400-500 
  

6 
 

Worldwide 

Large and chaotic accumulation in two oversize 

cartons, a suitcase and three further containers, 

with 60+ volumes from stockbooks to vintage 

albums, plus loose including covers and decent 

worldwide off-paper masses. Includes a very good 

US component (1 carton +) with interesting 19th 

century and back of the book, grills, plate blocks, 

pre-cancels, lots and lots of 1860s/'70s with 

chance of unappreciated better printings, as well 

as a bag of interesting 1910s-1940s postal history 

incl. USS Lexington at Pearl Harbour (May '41), 

Marconi 'Ocean Letter' etc. Then a wide range of 

rest of world and British Commonwealth, again 

from classics onwards, plus coin covers, US new 

issues, GB FDCs incl. less-usual cachets, etc, etc. 

Mixed condition as to be expected. A classic 

sorter's hoard, being very disorganised with good 

things to find. £400-500 
  

7 
 

Worldwide, mainly British Commonwealth 

Varied Accumulation in Four Cartons, with 25 

albums/stockbooks, including Napoleon collection 

written-up on pages with an excellent range of 

postcards as well as old maps, then Gibraltar in 

three boxed Davo albums with pages to 2016 with 

mint and used 1886 to 2000 (sparse thereafter), 

Australia and Canada SG collections, the Oz also 

with three-volume specialised collection of 1950s 
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issues and covers, not intact but still with 

interesting varieties present. Plus Channel Islands 

(five mostly hingeless albums) generally used, with 

I.O.M. to 2008 incl. mint m/ss, as well as GB 2000s 

artist-signed FDCs x10, WWF and Royal worldwide 

stamps and covers, etc. High cost for the albums 

alone. £400-450 
  

8 
 

Collector's balance and postal history 

A miscellaneous assortment of stamps and covers 

from the collector of the used British 

Commonwealth (see Lots 83 and 207), filling half a 

box. A folder of album leaves includes 

Newfoundland classics on vintage pages with a 

range of fur seals, codfish, etc. However the main 

value is in the four binders of covers and cards, 

including early stampless covers with interesting 

postmarks, line-engraved covers incl. ½d plate 6, 

1d red imperf pair and 1850s perf issues, 6d 

embossed on cover to Melbourne, Victoria, with 

red 'ship letter - free' on reverse and endorsed 'per 

Tiptree via Liverpool', then later reign-combo 

covers, very interesting and attractive Australia and 

States, India, British Africa, etc, incl. many first 

flights, redirected, etc. Also a lovely range of 

Ireland uses again from stampless onwards, 1856 

6d lilac on cover from Limerick to Italy, and later 6d 

plate 8 from Queenstown (now Cobh) to Germany, 

etc, etc. Very much worth closer investigation. 

Comes with an additional carton of good 

accessories and literature including four as-new 

springback albums with clean pages, SG 

Commonwealth 'Part 1' 2013, 'Postal History of the 

Antarctic 1904-49', 'The Cancelations of the 

Falkland Islands and Dependencies', etc. £350-400 
  

9 
 

Worldwide in Six Cartons 

Over 80 albums/stockbooks of all shapes and 

sizes, with 10s of 1000s of stamps, approx. three 

quarters is GB all reigns including a well-filled 

stockbook of mint QEII pre-decimal blocks incl. 

phosphors, also noted a small stockbook mainly of 

British Commonwealth used high values, another 

small stockbook of 20th century imperfs and 

oddities, Sweden collection, Russia early 20th 

century mint in a cloth-bound vintage Schaubek 

stockbook, as well as loose stamps in envelopes, 

Commonwealth royalty collections mint, cigarette 

cards and much more. Please inspect. £350-400 
  

10 
 

Worldwide in 3 Cartons 

Many 1000s in one oversize carton and two 

regular, with several small boxes of stockcards 

filled with British Commonwealth and worldwide 

from classics onwards, 26 albums/stockbooks, 

including well-filled mint GB and Isle of Man, the 

latter with much additional new issues and FDCs 

loose, also vintage schoolboy collections, etc. One 

of the regular cartons is of accessories. Generally 

a standard range of issues, yet very varied, with 

occasional nice surprises. Please inspect. £300-

400 
  

11 
 

Worldwide accumulation in Four Cartons 

Worldwide accumulation in over 50 volumes, four 

cartons with tens of thousands of stamps, m/s, etc, 

19th century to 2000s, displayed with varying 

degrees of organisation in albums and 

stockbooks, as well as large groups of loose 

pages and stockcards. Notable areas are India 

incl. 4a red and blue cut-to-shape and Indian 

States, Australian States, particularly Western 

Australia with over 100 earlier swans, then US 

with Washington/Franklins to $1 and revenues, a 

Ceylon collection on quadrille pages with range of 

earlies from four-margin imperfs onwards, German 

Third Reich incl. se-tenants, seapost cancels, etc. 

Also GB incl. 1st class booklets and presentation 

packs, Ireland, Scandinavia, Switzerland, China, 

Latin America, Middle East, etc. The largest carton 

includes a small group of accessories. Very mixed 

condition yet plenty of useful material from 

classics to modern. Please inspect. £500-600 
  

12 
 

Worldwide Stamps and Covers 

A substantial accumulation of 100s of covers and 
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10s of 1000s of stamps in a very large carton and 

two smaller cartons, largely representing one 

man's correspondence and on-paper groups, with 

much Field Post and censor covers overlapping 

with extensive Esperanto interest including China, 

Czech, France, Latin America, etc. Other smaller 

correspondences WWII Nigeria and Third Reich to 

Allied/Soviet Zones. The on- and off-paper 

accumulations in various stages of organisation, 

Australia, Canada, USA, GB, etc, mostly 20th 

century with some earlier incl. occasional 

interesting items on stockcards, early vintage 

approval book of classics noted, etc. A sorter's 

paradise and sister-lot to Lot 11. £300-350 
  

13 
 

Worldwide Large Carton 

A full large carton bulging with over 30 volumes, 

including vintage schoolboy albums generally 

quite well-filled incl. useful China, India and 

States, etc. We note a 2-vol. Windsor collection 

with four margins 1d black, line-engraved plates, 

6d embossed, 1883 5/-, lilac/green 5d and 6d cds, 

jubilees to 1/- green, KEVII varieties incl. mint, 

attractive 5/- seahorse used, etc. Then a 

worldwide 19th to mid-20th century collection of 

thousands of stamps in 12 old binders incl. 

interesting Italy and States, Persia, Denmark from 

classics onwards, useful Asia in general with 

China, etc. Mixed condition, please inspect. £300-

400 
  

14 
 

Worldwide 

Multi-generation holding in one large and three 

smaller containers, begun at least a century ago 

and offered as a whole, with well-filled schoolboy 

albums and ledgerbooks including a useful range 

of mid-20th century mint sets and short sets, old 

glassine and paper envelopes with earlier 

worldwide including interesting Asia, as well as 

much postal history including imperf 1d reds on 

cover with one nice re-directed, colourful 19th 

century stamped stationery, later bank manager's 

correspondence worldwide, through to RAF 

covers in two Museum albums with many more 

loose in cigar boxes. Also a range of ephemera 

incl. Ogden's album of early photographic 

cigarette cards (no empty spaces), etc. Mixed 

condition as to be expected with some stuck 

down. Happy hunting! £250-300 
  

15 
 

Worldwide in Three Large Containers 

Many thousands of mint and used stamps of all 

periods in a wide variety of albums, stockbooks, 

binders, etc, well over 50 volumes, vintage 

albums, etc, some intriguing material to be found, 

including great back of the book with Japanese 

Occupation of Netherlands Indies revenues on 

documents, large group of Thailand revenues on 

documents, Iceland ORLOF surcharges not in SG, 

etc, as well as sheets of Indonesia, Pakistan, 

Russia (100s cto), Morocco, etc. Also India 

postmark study in stockbook with much 19th 

century, Middle East incl, Yemen, Palestine, 

Persia, a folder of better items incl. Gibraltar 1903 

8/- mint signed twice, Gold Coast 1888 2/- brown 

MNH, GB line-engraved, postal history incl. 

'H.M.Ships' and 1916 'By King's Messenger' 

censor cover, etc. Needs thorough viewing. £500-

750 
  

16 
 

Worldwide in 30 Volumes 

A carton and large canvas bag filled with mainly 

stockbooks, 1000s of different stamps organised 

by country from early to modern, including 

occasional interesting back of the book, revenues 

etc. Some of the books sparse, most well-filled. 

The GB with penny black space-filler, 1d red 

plates incl. mint 214, 2d blue pl.15 with unusual 

cancel, KGV to KGVI control number interest in 

both volumes, KGVI flaws incl. SG.491b in MNH 

plate number strip (cat. £120), Silver Wedding £1 

plate corner pair MNH, etc. Also noted Hong 

Kong, Indian States, Germany with dozens of 

embossed eagles, Channel Islands/I.o.M. FDC 

book, etc, etc. Usual mixed condition on earlies. 

Please inspect. £250-300 
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17 
 

Worldwide, mainly British Commonwealth 

A plastic crate with a good range of material 

including a binder of 1935 Silver Jubilee with 36 

sets mint and 35 used, incl. Hong Kong mint and 

used, plus a couple of sets on cover, generally 

excellent quality, accompanied by 1936 handbook 

for these issues by Douglas Armstrong. Elsewhere 

noted pre-1945 mint GB on album pages with lots 

of varieties incl. KGVI printing errors, Edward VIII 

'cancelled' ovpt with shaped punched hole, small 

auction lot singles, a useful range of control 

numbers from late QV onwards, etc. British Africa 

another good component with 19th century 

Rhodesia short sets mint on vintage counter 

cards, interesting postal history incl. KGV first 

flights, redirected, etc. Also over 20 albums of 

cigarette cards incl. Senior Service photographic 

bridges and coastal views series. Thorough 

viewing advised. £250-300 
  

18 
 

Worldwide, much Australia, in two cartons. 

Two cartons from a Royal Australian Air Force ex-

serviceman who operated in the Pacific Theatre 

and Japan in the 1940s. Includes a book of Japan 

on vintage pages incl. flying geese, National Parks 

m/s, Offices in China, etc, along with neatly 

presented and typewritten-up ephemera related to 

the R.A.A.F. in Japan and the B.C.O.F. (7 pages). 

Also 15 large stockbooks (and a few smaller), one 

of which has his philatelic covers incl. a pair from 

the 1947 Antarctic research expedition, one 

registered from Heard Island, the other from 

Macquarie Island redirected to Japan, followed by 

a good series of earlier 1950s FDCs with 

rudimentary cachets. The other volumes have 

useful Australia including about AUD $800+ ($2 = 

£1 approx.) in MNH sets, multiples and m/s with 

denominations to $20. Please inspect. £250-300 
  

19 
 

Worldwide 

Accumulation of many thousands of stamps in 

four variously-sized containers, including well over 

30 volumes, much GB with loaded KGVI and early 

QEII to explore, as well as Ireland from provisional 

ovpts written-up in two albums, 3 special albums 

of Channel Islands and Commonwealth coin 

covers, further good Channel Islands with a fat 

binder of silk FDCs and oversize book of full 

sheets and large multiples, whole box of Belgium 

new issues still in glassine wrappers and GB pre-

decimal mint hoard, the GB also with occasional 

useful earlier from penny black spacefiller 

onwards, including KEVII galore to shilling values, 

seahorses, etc, etc. Enjoy the search! £200-250 
  

20 
 

Worldwide 

Two cartons and a plastic tub of albums and 

loose, including GB and Channel Islands in SG 

albums with good array of 19th century from 1840 

onwards, the penny grey-black a pretty example 

despite three margins, then a fairly solid France 

collection again from the classics onwards in a 

Grafton album. Another highlight is a very battered 

pre-1940 edition Scott International with decent 

filling of 1000s of mint and used stamps, the 

classics in very mixed condition. Also GB FDCs to 

2004 in four Royal Mail albums as well as a load 

of pre-decimal FDCs loose. Please inspect. £200-

300 
  

21 
 

Worldwide estate balance in Three Cartons. 

A large carton with various albums and 

stockbooks with strong thematic interest, postal 

history with worldwide FDCs and over 15 balloon 

covers, new issues with late '70s/early '80s 

presentation packs of Isle of Man and year packs 

of Denmark and Greenland, also on and off-paper 

mixtures especially Caribbean, US and S.Africa. 

Another large carton is of German ersttagsblatter 

albums to 2005, and a smaller carton has 

literature incl. J. Watson 'Stamps and Music' 

hardcover, National Postal Museum 'The Story of 

the Penny Black', 2003 GB Concise, etc. £200-

250 
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22 
 

Worldwide, including near-complete 1935 Silver 

Jubilee mint and used 

Two cartons with about 20 volumes, chiefly 

including a binder with the 1935 Silver Jubilee 

omnibus on homemade pages, the mint only 

missing a very few stamps with all the Windsor 

Castle sets, the used also missing only a handful 

for completion, the quality generally high on both 

the mint and used. The rest less significant but 

includes some useful Bulgaria, albums of Benham 

silks by theme, a few GB year packs incl. 2006 

and 2008, etc. Please inspect. £200-250 
  

23 
 

Worldwide 

An interesting box of worldwide schoolboy albums 

including an oblong vintage 'Improved' album with 

many 100s incl. GB line-engraved range, Greece, 

Italy 1928 5L Filiberto used, good Spain, 

Switzerland, China coiling dragons to $2 hall of 

classics, useful Far East and South East Asia, 

Canada and Newfoundland, US classics to 12cts 

(24cts and 30cts faults), incl. 3cts pink 

Washington, New Zealand 1/- Chalon imperf with 

four margins, etc. The other books with much 

more, including US with useful classics in a 

Statesman album incl. 2cts 'black Jack', Columbus 

with mint low values, 1902 to Presidents to $1, 

etc. Mixed condition and some stuck-down as to 

be expected. Close inspection recommended. 

£150-250 
  

24 
 

Worldwide 

Accumulation in four cartons: two cartons of 

accessories and then 17 volumes including 

Canada from late Province issues onwards, 

collections of New Zealand 20th century, Isle of 

Man, Faroe Islands, GB slogan cancels 

methodically displayed in four stockbooks, as well 

as various booklets/new issues incl. Azores and 

Madeira, US, etc. Please inspect. £150-200 
  

25 
 

Worldwide 

Large plastic container with 8 volumes and loose 

in brown envelopes, including two stockbooks with 

a disorganised yet interesting range from classics 

onwards, British Commonwealth and worldwide, 

as well as Guernsey collection to 1990s in two 

hingeless albums, GB postage due stockbook, 

etc. Appears to be some good material in the 

envelopes, we note Welsh inscription Diana 

presentation pack x2, 2005 magic interactive 

stamps set in sheets, etc. Needs inspection. £150-

200 
  

26 
 

Worldwide Accumulation 

A large carton filled with albums/stockbooks, 

packets of stockcards, etc, tens of thousands of 

predominantly 20th century mint and used stamps, 

with noted Greece, Hungary with album of 

miniature sheets used on cover, Lebanon 

airmails/ovpts, India from classics onwards with 

KGVI qtys to check for listed varieties, Japan 

collection, France and Liechtenstein with useful 

range of mint/MNH sets, etc. Please inspect. 

£150-200 
  

27 
 

Worldwide Off-Paper accumulation 

A blue plastic container with clear wallets holding 

dense masses of many thousands of stamps 19th 

century onwards, much pre-1950 and very varied 

with little duplication, vaguely organised by 

Commonwealth and foreign, some single-country 

groups incl. Japan, Russia, India, Qatar, etc, also 

noted GB presentation packs incl. 2007 looking 

complete, GB and foreign FDCs, etc, 

accompanied by some accessories incl. empty 

stockpages useful for the sorting campaign. £150-

170 
  

28 
 

Worldwide 

A clear container of albums, cigar box, pocket 

books, etc, a collector's odds and ends, including 

vintage page of dubious US locals, old envelopes 

with interesting early issues and back of the book, 

two-volume intact collection of many hundreds all 

pre-1930 incl. Persia surcharges, US revenues, 
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India States, etc, a binder of GB postal history 

1809-1870s written-up with some superb Scottish 

cancels incl. 1857 'Paid at Edinburgh' stampless 

cover to Melbourne, elsewhere noted a group of 

WWII censor correspondence. Also an internal 

bag of accessories/literature incl. boxed Utile 

loose-leaf with faintly used pages, Mackay 

'English and Welsh Postmarks', 1908 SG part II, 

etc. Inspection recommended. £150-200 
  

29 
 

Worldwide 

Grocer's box full, with well-filled Strand album 

including China, album of Commonwealth covers 

for the 1977 Silver Jubilee, GB FDCs and 

presentation packs, WWF cover album and 

Olympics worldwide FDCs, etc, plus small 

briefcase of loose incl. US presentation packs. 

Please inspect. £100-150 
  

30 
 

Old-time holding with good Netherlands 

A family's vintage accumulation of stamps 

including an old stockbook with decent 

Netherlands (mixed condition) incl. over twenty 

first issues imperf and perf, 1867-69 issue to 50cts 

gold, 1869-76 arms issues including a few mint or 

unused, the later 19th century Wilhelm and 

Wilhelmina heads each to the 2gld.50cts 

ultramarine and rose used, etc, as well as a small 

volume of Norway from #1 imperf lion to 1920s, 

and an interesting small box of loose including 

cloth pieces with GB QV high values in very mixed 

condition, envelopes of stamps incl. line-engraved 

incl. imperf 1d red strip of four, an envelope of 

Brazil classic imperfs incl. 30r block of five and 60r 

block of eight, some of the envelopes being 

OHMS/official covers incl. 'Lord Chamberlain' 

strike in purple, also noted a 1912 cover from 

Portugal to Transvaal with interesting contents on 

embossed 'Protectorate Government House, 

Mafeking' paper, German WWI occupation of 

Belgium covers addressed to a procureur du roi, 

etc. A real adventure, please inspect. £100-150 
  

31 
 

Worldwide 

Desk-clearance in two briefcases with many 

unusual items, ranging from large 1921 Italian 

document with revenues, interesting covers, 

damaged Hawaii classic (presumed forgery) etc, 

to Isle of Man Post Office tie! (new). Also seen 

useful Newfoundland and China on pages, GB 

1948 wedding £1 mint, and many GB presentation 

packs and year sets mainly 1980s to late '90s, etc. 

Much to be found here, requires a thorough 

viewing. £100-200 
  

32 
 

Worldwide 

Assortment in box including battered early cloth-

covered Ideal album with classics incl. Belgium 1d 

green imperf unused, Denmark mint Christian and 

Frederick heads each to the 100 ore, etc, and 

useful Norway. Another old album with CoGH 

revenues, GB 5/- seahorse cds, through to 

Commonwealth short sets mint, a nice range of 

flight covers incl. Newfoundland, British 

Caribbean, 1936 Lagos to London, etc. Please 

inspect. £100-150 
  

33 
 

Worldwide 

Grocer's box with world assortment on pages, in 

five crammed stockbooks, three binders, etc., 

some of the stockbooks crammed, particularly the 

British Commonwealth incl. British Africa turn-of-

century large multiples. Please inspect. £100-150 
  

34 
 

Worldwide 

Large carton including four stockbooks of mainly 

British Commonwealth, plus much on stockpages 

and cards incl. Italy, Hungary, Latin America, 

Newfoundland classics etc, various postal history, 

also GB mint sheets/part sheets, etc. Please 

inspect. £100-150 
  

35 
 

Worldwide 

A carton with a varied accumulation in 10 

albums/stockbooks and loose, including 1945-46 

Victory omnibus album looking complete MNH, 

much further British Commonwealth in stockbooks 
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with useful range of MNH/multiples, as well as 

Royal Navy issue album with 21 Commonwealth 

coin covers for century of aviation, 15 additional 

navy/air event covers incl. helicopter and 

hovercraft, some signatures, etc. £100-120 
  

36 
 

Worldwide Large Carton 

A wide-ranging accumulation in 13 volumes and 

much loose on-/off-paper, including Russia 1940s, 

Oz kangaroos, miniature sheets of France, India, 

US, Dubai, thematic interest and omnibus from 

1935 silver jubilees onwards, as well as GB FDCs 

in 6 of the binders and worldwide FDCs and 

commem covers c.1936-2003 in three binders, 

incl. range of Bahrain FDCs, again with good 

thematic interest, especially flight. Please inspect. 

£100-150 
  

37 
 

Worldwide Sorter's Box 

A smallish carton with approx. 100+ covers, 

mainly world FDCs from 1950s onwards, incl. 

New Zealand group. Also some cards of mint 

seen with useful KGVI GB, a sheet album with 

Russia, a few auction lot cards incl. 1882 Swiss 

10c telegraph block of 10, etc. Please inspect. 

£100-120 
  

38 
 

Scandinavia, with Baltics, Russian revolution and 

Egypt. 

Collection in nine binders, of which six are for the 

Scandinavia from classics to about 2009, with 

notable Iceland incl. useful range of 19th century 

'aurar' issues, over 150 'I Gildi' ovpts to explore, 

1920s/'30s to high values, etc, Danish West Indies 

starting with 1873 4kr ultramarine mint, signed, 

pinhole (SG.7, cat. £300), the Denmark also with 

a good page of classics with four-margins FIRE 

RBS types and following imperfs to 16sk, lots of 

numerals incl. inverted frames and Christian X 

heads to high values, some nice quality Norway 

classics as well, then a volume of Baltic States 

and Russian area, the latter including interesting 

Ukraine Wrangel ovpts, as well as two volumes of 

Egypt. Many thousands of stamps with duplication 

and somewhat disorganised, please inspect. 

£400-500 
  

39 
 

Worldwide, especially Netherlands 

Large Box from a collector with a Dutch 

connection, containing 10 cover albums, mainly 

GB FDCs (as well as some presentation packs) 

including a good range of pre-decimal issues, also 

two vols. of Netherlands FDCs, folder of 

homemade album pages with pre-1950 Europe, 

etc. £80-100 
  

40 
 

Worldwide 

Accumulation in one Carton, 1000s of stamps in a 

dozen volumes of various kinds, noted interesting 

Turkey with classic Tughras, much pre-1920 

especially ovpts in mint multiples, newspaper 

handstamps to investigate, etc. Also useful British 

Commonwealth, India States, GB all reigns incl. 

book of fine used jubilees and KEVII equivalents. 

Some mixed condition on earlier. Worth careful 

examination. High catalogue value. £75-100 
  

41 
 

Worldwide 

Small container of stockcards and covers, the 

stockcards including Switzerland from 19th 

century onwards, Egypt mint sets, some unusual 

items, Spanish and French Colonies, thematic 

groups, etc, as well as over 170 FDCs of 

Netherlands from 1961 onwards and over 50 

Jersey FDCs. Please inspect. £60-80 
  

42 
 

Worldwide 

Accumulation of thousands of stamps in a large 

clear container and a turquoise suitcase, with a 

few old schoolboy albums including a well-filled 

Strand album and attractive 'Welcome' album with 

colour illustration, the rest a mass of mainly GB 

with FDCs and some early decimal presentation 

packs. Requires investigation, please inspect. 

£60-80 
  

43 
 

Worldwide 

Filing box with disorganised mass of mostly mid-
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20th century stamps, a couple of albums including 

a homemade album with China, Ireland ovpts and 

St. Patricks, GB with some useful line-engraved 

incl. good-looking 1840 2d blue with three 

margins, etc. Other good things may lurk. Please 

inspect. £50-70 
  

44 
 

Worldwide 

Intriguing lot in an oversize carton, plastic crate 

and old deed box, 10s of 1000s, of stamps, much 

stored during the first half of the 20th century in 

envelopes in 14 small filing boxes, 19th century 

onwards country-by-country, often in cotton-tied 

bundles on- and off-paper, incl. British 

Commonwealth, E. Europe, Swiss, Italy, French 

Colonies, Latin America, Siam, China (100s from 

late Imperial to c1950s), India with States, 

revenues, officials, etc, as well as back of the 

book and even banknotes. Then the oversize 

carton with dense mostly off-paper later 

worldwide, as well as much GB on- and off-paper, 

as well as a very notable Romania component 

with dozens of sheets or large part sheets, for 

example 1939 New York World's Fair 

(SG.1407/08, approx. 500 sets = £1,500 cat.), and 

a book of approx. 650 miniature sheets, each x20 

or so (valued by us at 15p a sheet). An exciting 

accumulation for those who like to explore a real 

hoard. £400-500 
  

45 
 

Worldwide 

Accumulation in over 30 volumes in three cartons, 

including old ledger books and vintage schoolboy 

albums, much GB as well as France with FDCs in 

three binders plus about 400 French PO special 

issue illustrated pages with stamps affixed. Also 

Netherlands, Hungary, Romania, Luxembourg, 

etc. in stockbooks. Please inspect. £200-250 
  

46 
 

Worldwide 

A good range of 1000s of 19th century to 21st 

century stamps in A4 envelopes by country 

including India/States and Persia on album pages, 

Japan to 2004 incl. self-adhesives m/s, a thick 

envelope of Kuwait with sets in mint blocks, as 

well as an almost as-new Swiftsure loose-leaf 

album to put it all in. Please inspect. £50-60 
  

47 
 

Worldwide for charity. 

Collection in four albums and loose, including 

hundreds of stamps in a battered old Shaubek 

album for issues to the late 1930s, also a handful 

of Iraq FDCs of the 1950s, Egyptian visa pages 

with stamps, worldwide on-paper in envelopes, 

etc. Sold for the maintenance of A1 steam-loco 

'Tornado' at Darlington. £50-70 
  

48 
 

Worldwide 

A small clear container with near-complete run of 

year packs from 1980 to 1990, PHQ card sets 

with the mint stamps, schoolgirl album of 100s of 

pre-1950 stamps worldwide, some booklets, 

miniature sheets, coins, etc. Please inspect. £40-

50 
  

49 
 

Worldwide Postal History 

Accumulation of over 400 covers/cards presented 

in three cover albums and a small box, very 

diverse range from all periods including interesting 

19th century with GB from stampless through line-

engraved and onwards, also flight covers, censor 

and fieldpost items, etc. Please inspect. £40-60 
  

50 
 

Worldwide Charity Lot 

Large For-Charity Accumulation, 10s of 1000s of 

stamps from classics to modern in 9 large 

containers, very varied and full of value, lots of old 

albums, envelopes with interesting loose early 

issues and back of the book, quantities of Far East 

off commercial mail especially China and 

Thailand, envelopes of folded 1940s covers incl. 

China, as well as FDCs of GB Channel Islands 

and foreign incl. box of 100s of Netherlands from 

1950s on, the GB FDCs from KGVI on, plus pre-

decimal blocks, presentation/year packs to mid-

1990s, etc. The few accessories are grouped in 

the box with brown binders. Beneficiaries will be 
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The Friarage Hospital, Cancer Research, the 

British Heart Foundation, and the Yorkshire Air 

Ambulance. Bid heartily! £750-1,000 
  

51 
 

Worldwide 1840-1940s Ideal Albums 

Two-volume red 'Ideal' collection 1840-1940s, with 

many hundreds of stamps mint and used, offered 

intact as received, including four penny blacks, 

two having four margins of which one with 

generous margins and interesting ink smudge at 

value tablet. Other line-engraved includes four 

margins mint 1d red (creased) with lower sheet 

margin inscription, imperf 2d lines in bright shade 

with neat black MX, etc. Will be much more here 

to discover, especially in the China, France, Latin 

America incl. stationery cut-squares, US incl. 1898 

50cts Trans-Mississippi used and 1904 St. Louis 

set mint save the 5cts, etc. In the second book, 

spaces are to 1920s so lots of sets mounted 

outside, incl. 1935 jubilees, 1938/41 Northern 

Rhodesia set to 20/- mint, the top value with flaw 

breaking 'T', South Africa pairs to 10/- mint, Spain 

to 10p MNH (were loose, now in stockcard), Italy 

1945-48 part-set including the scarce 100L 

carmine with wmk. (SG.669, cat.£550) - all these 

being new issues at the time of assembly, and the 

collection untouched since. A recommended 

viewing. £500-750 
  

52 
 

Worldwide Collection with strong Spain 

Collection housed in 8 albums plus a few vintage 

stockbooks, loose pages in filing box, old glassine 

envelopes, FDCs from 1950s onwards, etc. 

Storage in Spain has resulted in frequent toning 

issues, however this is by no means the rule, 

especially on the pages added more recently. 

Fortunately some of the best material is the least 

affected, including the excellent Spain volume, 

from #1 onwards, with good mint sets of the 1930s 

and much Civil War period including souvenir 

sheets. Highlights are 1938 submarine set with 

clean key 15ptas (cat.£550), usual slight overall 

toned gum (SG.857a-857f), militia set (SG.861b-

861j) the 10ptas (cat.£65) with spot on one perf 

otherwise clean set including the key 1.20ptas 

(cat.£200) and 5ptas (cat.£375), 1950 Franco's 

Canaries visit ovpts good format 

(SG.1149A/1150A, cat.£400), etc. Material from 

1960 onwards appears complete and fresh incl. 

Velasquez m/s set. In other albums noted GB line-

engraved onwards, Russia, Portugal and 

Colonies, Italy, Latin America, etc. plus a filing box 

of separate pages incl. French Andorra 1955 30fr, 

40fr, 75fr and airmail high values to 500fr (cat. 

£500). The stockbooks also significant, loaded 

with stacked MNH sets including Spanish 

Colonies, potential on the franco defins to high 

values, another Velasquez sheet set, Andorra 

1955 Europa 8ptas (cat. £180), etc. See photos. 

£500-750 
  

53 
 

Europe 

Collection in two heavy old Schaubek albums, 

well-filled with 1000s of mostly used stamps, with 

many better items, incl. from Belgium, France, 

excellent Germany with 1875 50pf deep olive 

green, 1926 airmail set, OSTROPA souvenir sheet 

unused (stuck down), 1928 Zeppelin set, complete 

'nothilfe' sets 1925 to 1932, several pages of mint 

se-tenants zusammendrucke, etc., as well as 

good Austria, Holland, Norway, useful Italy, 

Switzerland, Russia, Romanian occupations, etc. 

Some stuck-down but will usually lift without 

problems. Catalogue will be huge. £300-400 
  

54 
 

Worldwide 

Mint and used collection of many hundreds of 

different stamps, 19th century onwards, in four 

albums: three 'New World Wide' albums starting 

with US followed by Abyssinia to Venezuela, as 

well as an old brown Scott International volume for 

Nineteenth Century, the album in decent condition 

and with a sparse but useful range of stamps, plus 

loose Russian banknotes: two sequential 100r 

Catherine the Great notes, appearing uncirculated 
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and free from the usual creases. Please inspect. 

£200-250 
  

55 
 

Worldwide Vintage Albums 

Old-time colllection of hundreds of pre-1920 

stamps in Strand and Lincoln albums, including 

GB KEVII mint to 1/- (x2), a good range of British 

Africa, revenues of Latin America, USA, Egypt, 

etc, locals of China, Germany and Switzerland, 

discoveries likely. Condition mixed as to be 

expected with much stuck-down in the old-

fashioned way. Please inspect. £200-250 
  

56 
 

Vintage Collection 

Many 100s of mint and used 19th and early 20th 

century stamps in three well-filled albums, 

including an early blue-green Excelsior album with 

metal clasp (broken), with 2x faulty penny blacks, 

other line-engraved incl. 1d red and 2d blue perf 

stars used multiples, range of revenues with 6d 

inland revenue on blue paper mint, unusual large 

10/- brown Life Policy imperf, etc, further revenues 

especially British Guiana, Cuba and US, as well 

as China with a few locals, Italy, Russia, Japan, 

etc. Mixed condition and some stuck down as is 

usually the case with collections this early. Great 

potential for discoveries. £200-250 
  

57 
 

Worldwide Collection 

Well over 1000 mint and used stamps, generally 

pre-1950, housed in four 'Favourite' loose-leaf 

albums, the GB from penny black (1 margin) to 

well-presented KGVI with some control numbers, 

1940s FDCs, mint high values incl. 10/- dark blue, 

etc. The British Commonwealth has mainly short 

sets though very fresh colours, along with 

interesting foreign incl. China. Extra material 

added at late notice, notably box of GB 

presentation packs (face £150+), schoolboy 

albums and interesting 6d botanical (SG.656, 

MNH) printing fault with letters (1964) from 

Stanley Gibbons reporting their enquiry of the 

opinion of the printers. Please inspect. £200-250 
  

58 
 

Worldwide Classics. 

Classics group on stockcards, over 300 19th 

century stamps, including useful Finland with 

serpentine roulettes, Denmark starting with four-

margins 'Fire RBS' shades each with neat 

numeral cancels, Bavaria imperf and perf to 18kr, 

German Empire eagles incl. 1kr green unused, 

Thurn/Taxis etc, France, Alsace-Lorraine, much 

Brazil with dozens of early numerals incl. 1843 

bulls eyes, 1850 imperfs to 600r, the 280r red and 

430r yellow, etc, as well as Dom Pedros to perf 

500r mint/unused, incl. perf 80r purple-grey and 

rouletted 80r unused. Also US from 1860s 

onwards, Hawaii, Australian States, etc. STC 

£11,700+ however condition is very mixed. Please 

inspect. £200-250 
  

59 
 

Collection in Three Simplex Albums 

Thousands of mint and used stamps from classics 

to mid-20th century, written-up on quadrille pages 

with no duplication. Two of the albums are for the 

British Commonwealth Aden to Zambia incl. 

K.U.T. KGVI to £1 used, Australia OHMS cover 

'For Personal Delivery - War Medal Only' (faults), 

the bulging 'foreign countries' book with a few 

pages each of China, Persia/Iran, Russia and 

area, etc. Various other items alongside, the lot 

filling a plastic container. £150-200 
  

60 
 

Worldwide 'Vidura' Album... 

Vintage collection in a loose-leaf album with 

several hundred different mint and used stamps 

from classics to 1940s, including GB with line-

engraved, QV and KEVII to 1/-, KGVI MNH issues 

loose at the back incl. £1 silver wedding. Also 

French colonies, South East Asia incl. Hong 

Kong, China, Borneo, Labuan, etc, Gibraltar 3d 

blue perf 14 mint (SG.125a), Turkey 1876 mint 

range to 2pi yellow, etc. Many other interesting 

issues to investigate here, please view page by 

page. £80-100 
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61 
 

Grandfather's Albums 

Four old volumes: Rowland Hill album, Lincoln, 

Olympic and Simplex, with well over 1500 stamps, 

19th/early 20th century including interesting US, 

Russia, Spain, Canada, Italy, Japan, etc. Mixed 

condition with some stuck down the old way. 

Please inspect. £75-100 
  

62 
 

Worldwide 

The better sort of schoolboy collection in a 

Quickchange album with many 100s of pre-1950 

stamps Abyssinia to Zanzibar, with British 

Commonwealth mint short sets, Russian back-of-

book, Rhodes, Liberia, Indian Native States, 

'Poczta Polska' ovpts on Germanias, 4d. Cape 

triangle, etc. Loose in the front a range of 1940s 

covers incl. censor/registered from North Africa 

and Djibouti. Finds likely, please inspect. £50-70 
  

63 
 

Worldwide 

An old-time 'Improved' collection, the album itself 

in poor shape, with a decent range of 100s of 19th 

and early 20th century mint and used, noted 

Spain 1901-05 to 1p mint incl. 40c olive-bistre 

(SG.301 cat.£150), range of China, a few US 

classics, Australia 'roos to 5/- used, etc., with a 

charming display of dozens of old matchbook 

covers pasted throughout. Very mixed condition 

and much stuck-down as to be expected. £50-70 
  

64 
 

Collection in Two Old-Time Albums 

Lincoln and Triumph albums with 100s of mint and 

used stamps 19th century to mid-20th, with some 

useful KGVI short mint sets, a little China incl. 

Provincial ovpts, Italy, GB, New Zealand, etc. In 

the older book the condition is mixed with much 

stuck down. Please inspect. £50-60 
  

65 
 

Worldwide, Mainly GB Album 

One of our more unusual lots, a photograph album 

with photo of Sir Rowland Hill, a clerk's leather 

wallet with pouches gilt stamped for 'stamps', 

'post-cards', 'receipts' etc, as well as over a 

hundred pieces of documents and covers with GB 

perf penny reds, ½d and 1½d line-engraved, 

revenues, 1d lilacs with ovpts, etc, plus some 

foreign incl. US with 1863 24cts grey-lilac 

Washington with light bar cancel next to partial 

Philadelphia red cds (SG.74a, cat. £350). Please 

view to appreciate. £40-50 
  

66 
 

History of Art on Stamps 

The first of three lots from a dedicated collector, 

this an excellent collection in seven volumes: five 

loose-leaf albums and two further binders of 

miniature sheets. The albums with 1000s of 

mint/MNH stamps and m/ss meticulously written-

up in ink as well as some wonderful crayon 

drawings, the issues from about 1930s onwards 

with much in the 2000s to at least 2011. A 

pleasure to view. Five-volume 2010 SG worldwide 

catalogue thrown in. £200-250 
  

67 
 

The History of Europe 

Magnificently presented collection of thousands of 

mostly mint/MNH stamps housed in nine loose-

leaf volumes, with in-depth sub-categories from 

prehistory to 20th century through geopolitical and 

cultural themes country-by-country. Highlights are 

Austria 1933 relief of Vienna set (SG.706/711, 

cat.£250), Greece 1930 centenary of 

independence (SG.433/450, cat.£300) and 1954 

ancient art (SG.713/724, cat.£325), Italy 1948 

centenary of revolution with top values x2 

(SG.706/717, total cat.£1,075), Portugal '1945' 

(1946) castles (SG.989/996, cat.£225), better 

French charity incl. 1954/55 cat.£425, Germany 

incl. Berlin 1949 Goethe MNH (cat.£400 for 

hinged), and many more, often separated for sake 

of theme and sometimes recurring, for example 

the Italy 1948 high values. Also a great range of 

miniature sheets throughout from 1930s Hungary, 

Russia 1949 Stalin sheet used (SG.MS1563a, 

cat.£250) to much 2000s up to 2011. Wonderful 

hand-drawn illustrations and maps, a real labour 

of love. Recommended viewing. £450-500 
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68 
 

'A Historic Tour of Europe' 

The final part of the lifelong collector's thematic 

collection, 1000s of mint and MNH stamps, mostly 

in sets, as well as lots of miniature sheets to 2012, 

beautifully written-up and illustrated in seven 

loose-leaf albums. One album is dedicated to GB 

(well over £500 face value), high Euro face value 

in the rest of the books. Plenty of good sets and 

singles including France 1929 10fr La Rochelle 

(SG.474, cat.£140), 1947 gull over Paris 500fr 

MNH, Germany 1950 Lubeck Marienkirche, 

Portugal 1945 castles (SG.989/996, cat.£225), 

etc. A charming collection representing countless 

hours of painstaking presentation. £400-450 
  

69 
 

Birds on Stamps 

Birds thematic collection in 5 volumes, with well 

over 3000 different stamps from 19th century to 

2010s, plenty of sets mint and used, housed in 

three large stockbooks, presented alphabetically 

from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, with another 

smaller stockbook for the Romania. Includes QEII 

mint never hinged sets to £1, miniature sheets, 

Finland booklets, etc, as well as a cover album 

with FDCs, GB 1st class panes, etc. £200-300 
  

70 
 

Polar Postal History of the Arctic and Antarctic 

Collection of stamps and over 550 covers/cards 

from a Polar specilialist collector, generally 1930s 

into the 21st century, written-up in six binders, 

with separate volumes for Russia, Argentina and 

Chile (two vols.), French Antarctic and Norway 

(one vol.), the F.S.A.T. particularly colourful, along 

with volumes for general geopolitical 

presentations of the Arctic and Antarctic including 

more unusual countries like China, Japan, Italy, 

etc. Noted rocket mail, weather balloons and 

expeditions galore. A fascinating collection with 

many signed covers, as well as a further volume 

of useful literature and the 2012 SG Antarctica 

catalogue. £400-500 
  

71 
 

Police 

A stockbook of 100s of GB police slogan 

postmarks, a folder of postcards and other 

ephemera, along with volumes 1 to 10 of 'The 

Blue Lamp' journal of police philately and two 

checklist booklets. A great departure point for 

collection of a less trodden topic. £30-40 
  

72 
 

Ships on Stamps 

A stockbook of stamps along with a ten-part 

publication by E.W.Argyle, an encyclopaedic 

survey illustrating or citing virtually every 

worldwide stamp issued to 1970s that feature 

watercraft, everything from dug-outs to hydrofoils, 

with extensive historical information throughout. 

Part 1: Royal Navy; Part 2: passenger liners; Part 

3: early sailing ships and canoes; Part 4: sailing 

ships; Part 5: local craft; Part 6: cross-channel, 

river and lake passenger ships; Part 7: cargo 

ships and tankers; Part 8: sail and paddle auxiliary 

vessels; Part 9: world navies; Part 10: US Navy, 

misc. and index. Extremely well put together with 

many b/w reproductions of the original images 

used by the stamp designers. £30-40 
  

73 
 

Thematic and Commemorative Collections 

Ten volumes filling a large banker's box, including 

2012 Olympic torch relay covers in two vols, Royal 

Engineers and Navy History cover albums, 1976 

Everest Expedition signed covers series, Nobel 

Prize collection, 1946 Victory issues mint group 

with flaws and plate blocks, Charles/Diana 

Wedding in two albums plus glassines awaiting 

incorporation, silver medallion etc, as well as a 

good Space collection of mint sets and miniature 

sheets in binder and sheet file incl. DDR imperf 

professions/industries m/s x2, etc. £350-500 
  

74 
 

RAF Commemorative Flight Covers 

An impressive and well-organised collection of at 

least 700 covers displayed by series in 9 volumes 

filling a large clear container. Seldom seen this 

extensive, there are individual volumes for Bomber 
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Command, Co-ordinated Flight Series, Escaping 

Society with worldwide covers, then Test Pilots, 

Aviation Firsts, Historic Aviators, Air Displays, and 

colourful special flown FDCs. A huge number of 

signatures, the vast majority being signed, and 

very little if any duplication: where the covers are 

frequently stacked these are the varieties. 

Accompanied by two volumes of the RAF Museum 

cover handbook/catalogue with useful pencil 

annotations by the collector, as well as a folder of 

the collector's paperwork. A fascinating display 

assembled over decades from the museum and 

other services, as well as auction. Many of these 

items would retail online at £5++ each. A great 

opportunity. £750-1,000 
  

75 
 

Royal Occasions 

A large box with seven albums and loose. 

Includes four volume SG 1981 wedding collection, 

well-filled with lots of booklets, plus additional 

leaves in packs. Two volume Queen Mother 80th 

birthday, the cover volume filled and the stamp 

volume with loose to incorporate. 1977 Silver 

Jubilee in a small album with no empty spaces, 

again lots of booklets and m/s, as well as a small 

box of sets and miniature sheets in glassines. 

Many 100s all MNH. £200-250 
  

76 
 

Royal Events of the 2010s 

Limited Edition Royal Events of the 2010s, an 

impressive collection of souvenir sheets, sets and 

special commemorative covers comprehensively 

assembled over several years from worldwide new 

issue services, housed in 5 albums and forming 

Stanley Gibbons numbered edition collections 

limited to 2500 each for 2011 William and Kate 

Wedding (two albums) and 2012 QEII Diamond 

Jubilee (two albums), as well as 2015 longest 

reigning monarch album. Well over 300 miniature 

sheets in total. Huge new issue cost with 

individual face values up to £10 (Gibraltar). Also 

noted Welsh-language Princess Diana 

presentation pack. £250-350 
  

77 
 

Worldwide Commemorative Collections and 

Limited Editions 

A substantial accumulation in two cartons (one 

very large) with over 20 special albums from 

Sumner, Westminster, etc, plus around a dozen 

presentation folders. The main focus is on covers, 

many with coins for example Everest 25th 

anniversary signed Hillary and Norgay, also 

Olympics albums incl. signed covers, albums for 

Maritime Heritage, WWF, Aviation History, 1981 

Royal Wedding, Queen's Diamond Wedding, etc. 

New issue/eBay cost to the collector well into four 

figures. £350-400 
  

78 
 

Worldwide Commemorative Covers 

A carton full with at least a hundred covers plus 

other items, presentation packs etc, in five binders 

and various presentation folders/boxes, the 

albums including 100 years of aviation in two 

volumes, GB 2003/'04 limited edition 'artist's 

covers' album with several signed FDCs each in 

editions limited to the 100s, etc, as well as 

Concorde last flight signed, and much more. A 

good proportion are numismatic covers. Please 

inspect. £75-100 
  

79 
 

1935 Silver Jubilee Collection. 

Approx. 340 stamps, mostly mint, presented on 

cards in a cover album, with a good range of listed 

flaws and interesting unlisted flecks, blades, etc. 

Highlights include (mint unless otherwise stated) 

Basutoland set with 6d 'dot by flagstaff' (SG.14h, 

cat.£425), Bahamas the same, the flaw on 

additional 1/- (SG.144h, cat.£325, toned), 

Dominica set plus 1½d dot by flagstaff (SG.93h, 

cat.£130), Gambia 6d extra flagstaff in corner pair 

(SG.145a, cat.£190), Gold Coast 1d corner block 

with extra flagstaff UL (SG.113a, cat.£140) and 

blade flaw LR, as well as 6d with extra flagstaff 

(SG.115a, cat.£250) also showing unusual large 

flaw over chapel. Then Hong Kong set mint and 

used plus flaws incl. 5c extra flagstaff (SG.134a, 

cat.£325, light tone spot), K.U.T. 65c unused pairs 
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each showing 'diagonal line by turret' on lower 

stamp (SG.126f, cat.£250 each), South Africa 

'cleft skull' on 3d and 6d bi-lingual pairs 

(SG.67a/68a, cat.£130), Trinidad/Tobago 2c, 3c 

and 6c blocks all with MNH extra flagstaff UL, etc. 

Usual varying degrees of slight gum toning, 

otherwise very few faults, please inspect. £350-

400 
  

80 
 

British Commonwealth Omnibus 

Omnibus accumulation from the half-tonne estate, 

clear container with several albums including 1948 

silver wedding with ten high values including Hong 

Kong used and Falkland Islands and Pitcairn mint, 

1937 coronation album, 1978 QEII coronation 

anniversary album, as well as a stockbook loaded 

with 1930s and '40s mint and used, many 1935 

silver jubilees incl. Hong Kong. Also 1981 royal 

wedding presentation packs plus cover album, 

commemorative silver, 1965 ITU congress empty 

album, etc. Occasional mixed condition. Please 

inspect. £50-70 
  

81 
 

KGVI Omnibus Issues 

Collection of over 150 mostly mint sets presented 

on cards in two cover albums, 30 of which are 

Silver Wedding sets incl. (all MNH) Bahamas, 

Bermuda, Kuwait, Singapore, Swaziland, etc, 

Pitcairn set hinged, then 1937 Coronation, 1946 

Victory (neither complete) and a few 1949 UPU. 

Very few faults, the Silver Wedding sets 

particularly attractive quality. £100-120 
  

82 
 

Worldwide with Excellent Omnibus 

A disorganised accumulation in a bag including a 

Strand album with 100s of stamps QV and KEVII 

period and intact, incl. Switzerland standing 

Helvetia to 1fr, Hong Kong incl. 1890 stamp duty 

unused, Turkey back of book, Oil Rivers, China 

with locals, Belgium 10cts imperf with huge 

margins, a few Heligoland, etc. More here to 

rummage through, notably absolutely pristine mint 

never hinged British Commonwealth omnibus 

stacked in glassines as new issues including what 

appears to be complete 1948 Silver Wedding with 

side-margin Hong Kong $10 (cat. £2,250), 1935 

Silver Jubilee apparently complete used with 

eleven sets on cover, etc. A surprising lot in very 

unprepossessing form! £400-500 
  

83 
 

British Commonwealth used collection 

Excellent collection housed in 11 albums/binders, 

with issues ranging from QV to early QEII, though 

with the main focus generally on KGV and KGVI. 

Perfectionist's quality here in the choice of the 

neatest cds postmarks the collector could find and 

far better than usually seen even on the classics. 

Also good shades are often quietly present 

without annotation. Highlights include Barbados 

with over sixty Britannias imperf and perf incl. wmk 

vars, through to the 1916-19 set, Ceylon with 

good range of classics, Falklands KEVII 3/- green, 

KGV 1912-20 3/- and 5/-, 1929-37 10/- shades 

and KGVI 1938 set, Ireland with wonderful range 

of postmarks from line-engraved through to Govt. 

Parcels 1/- (for the postal history see Lot 8), 

followed by superb seahorses ovpts, 1937 St. 

Patrick high values, etc, Malta starting with GB QV 

pairs used in Malta, 1890 1d block of four with 

Livorno squared circle postmark, self-government 

high values, 1922-26 to 10/-, 1926 'postage' ovpt 

set, 1926-27 set (less 4d), 1928 ovpts set and 

1930 10/-. Then Nyasaland KGV high values and 

KGVI set to £1, Pakistan first set, useful New 

Zealand and Canada, as well as a strong volume 

of Australia and States including New South 

Wales with 1850s octagonals with excellent 

margins, 1888 20/- (#262), etc, Western Australian 

penny black swan #1, the Australia proper with 

'roos to 10/-, 5/- Harbour Bridge, etc. Also lots of 

1935 jubilee sets and 1948 silver wedding incl. 

Hong Kong. Due to a distinct preference for the 

cleanest examples on the part of this collector 

there are inevitably favour cancels here, however 

virtually no revenue cancels excepting a very few 
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on the Ceylon. Re-use of pages has left hinge 

marks, however the collection is entirely intact as 

received and extremely pleasing overall. 

Approximate projected catalogue well over 

£20,000. Lots 8 and 207 are also from this 

collector. £2,500-3,000 
  

84 
 

British Commonwealth 

Queen Victoria mint collection, a stockbook with 

several hundred different stamps, virtually all mint, 

organised by country groups, highlights including 

Leeward Islands 1890 5/- MNH and used (SG.8, 

cat.£465), Tobago 4d 'slash flaw repaired' 

(SG.22ca, cat.£250 unnoticed by collector), St 

Helena 1873 6d ultramarine signed Roumet 

(SG.16a, cat.£550), Zanzibar ovpts to 1r slate, 

Ionian Islands set all signed, Western Australia 

1860s 1/- green swan, rough perfs, Gambia 

embossed heads to 1/-, Seychelles to 96c and 

90c on 96c, Oil Rivers to 1/- and Old Calabar 

bisect, India 1855 anna die III used with large 

margins and neat postmark, 'service' ovpts 2a and 

4a small faults (SG.O12/O13, cat.£975), etc. 

Condition varies as to be expected. Much more 

here to investigate. STC £7,500. £650-750 
  

85 
 

KEVII and KGV Mint Collection 

Over 1500 mostly different stamps neatly 

presented by country groups in two stockbooks, 

lots of good sets and high values, highlights 

including Antigua 1903/07 set (SG.31/40, 

cat.£325), Ascension first set (SG.1/9, cat.£325), 

Gambia 1905 2dented frame, toning (SG.60b, 

cat.£375), Sierra Leone 1908-11 top five values 

'specimen', St Helena 1903 views set 'specimen' 

(cat.£275), Falklands centenary to 2/6d 

(SG.127/135, cat.£490), Leeward Islands 1921/32 

set with MNH £1 (SG.58/80, cat.£450), Malta and 

Gibraltar high values, K.U.T. 1922/27 to 10/- 

(cat.£370), and much more. Predominantly very 

attractive quality. STC £7,600. £750-1,000 
  

86 
 

KGVI Mint Collection 

Many hundreds of different stamps neatly 

displayed in two stockbooks, the main book 

alphabetically organised by country from Aden to 

Turks/Caicos, the majority in sets plus perf 

varieties etc., the additional volume also with lots 

of sets and high values. Highlights include 

Ascension views with 3d black and ultramarine 

and perf varieties to 10/-, some gum toning yet 

fresh appearance, Bahamas with different 

printings/shades on the 5/- and £1 defins, 

impressive Bermuda with over a dozen high value 

key plate high values incl. the £1 perf 14 and perf 

13 x2, also used values to 12/6d, Ceylon set with 

watermark and perf varieties, Cyprus 1938/51 set 

with two distinct shades on the £1, Falkland 

Islands set with shades especially 1/-, Gibraltar 

set with extensive varieties, incl. 3d and 6d perf 

14, all perfs on 1/-, 2/- and 5/-, etc. Also Granada 

to 10/- colony badge types, K.U.T. to £1 with 

varieties to 10/- (one MNH), Leeward Islands to 

MNH £1 incl. 10/- types, etc. An attractive array 

with few faults and useful never hinged to high 

values. STC £8,000+ £750-1,000 
  

87 
 

King George VI Album 

A 1956 edition Stanley Gibbons album for KGVI, 

well over 1000 mostly used stamps, incl. Aden 

1937 5r, Hong Kong including $5 and $10 

varieties, useful India, K.U.T. 10/-, lots of Malaya 

and States to the $5 values, Singapore to $5 

(mixed perfs, incl. 20c. perf. 17½x18), etc. Please 

ignore the old pencil catalogue figures, they are 

long out-of-date. £70-80 
  

88 
 

Commonwealth KGVI and QEII Collection 

Collection in two volumes, the large stockbook 

with 100s of mint and used stamps all different, 

mostly in sets or short sets, occasionally 

unmounted, with India States incl. KGVI 10 rupees 

Jind State and Chamba officials mint, Sudan 1941 

20pi mint, etc. The Exeter album with mint 1937 
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and 1953 coronation sets and 1946 victory, the 

latter two appearing complete. £75-100 
  

89 
 

QEII Mint Collection Aden - Zanzibar 

An attractive collection neatly presented on 

quadrille pages in two Plymouth albums, well over 

1500 mint stamps virtually all in complete sets, 

appears highly complete for the basic sets, with 

some useful extra varieties. Very occasional used, 

mainly on Hong Kong. STC £8,000 in 2018. £800-

1,000 
  

90 
 

QEII Mint Collection 

Several hundred different stamps neatly displayed 

in a stockbook by country, including Aden 

varieties, Bechuanaland 1955 set MNH, Virgin 

Islands 1964 set MNH, Cayman Islands 1953 set 

mint and 1962 set MNH, Cyprus 1955 to £1 incl. 

15m shades, etc, as well as strong South Atlantic 

incl. Falklands 1960 set, 1954 Dependencies set, 

B.A.T. 1963 set, South Georgia 1963 set MNH, 

etc. STC £2,500. £250-350 
  

91 
 

British Commonwealth 

QV-QEII Atlantic Islands Collection, housed in five 

homemade albums, the Falkland Islands with 

(mint unless otherwise stated) 1898 2/6d and 5/- 

(SG.41/42, cat. £525), KEVII 5/-, 1933 Centenary 

to 2/6d (SG.127/135, cat.£490), KGVI first set with 

MNH 10/- and £1 (SG.162 and 163, cat.£330), etc. 

The other albums for Ascension, Tristan da 

Cunha, St. Helena and Falklands 

Dependencies/B.A.T., all the 1948 silver wedding 

sets MNH as well as other better values mounted 

only on the selvage. A fraction of the stamps are 

stuck down, not including anything listed here. 

Please inspect. £450-500 
  

92 
 

British Commonwealth 

Collection in binder, mostly KGV and KGVI mint 

and used, sets and part sets with a very good 

range of British Africa. Includes (used unless 

otherwise stated) Leeward Islands KGV to 5/-, 

Falklands 1929 mint to 2/6d, KUT EDVII to 2r, 

Dominica 1908 2/- used and 5/- MNH, 1923 to 1/- 

mint and to 5/- used, Cyprus 1904 to 18p mint, 

Canada Jubilee to 50cts mint and Quebec 15cts 

and 20cts mint without thins, Turks/Caicos 1922 

set to 3/-, Natal KEVII to 5/- (2) mint, Gambia 1902 

to 3/-, to 1/- mint, good Morocco Agencies, British 

Virgin Islands 1913 set to 5/-, and more. Stated to 

catalogue over £11,000. £1,000-1,250 
  

93 
 

British Commonwealth 

Balance of collection (see Lots 84, 85, 86 and 90) 

in 12 Volumes, thousands of mint and used QV to 

QEII stamps, with lots of nice surprises. The 'KGV 

used' large stockbook includes K.U.T. 1922 £1 

with neat cancel, East Africa/Uganda 10/- fiscal 

cancel, useful Rhodesia admirals and double 

portraits, Transvaal KEVII set to 10/-, etc. In 

another volume is a very good Hong Kong section 

with QV to 96c, surcharges to $1, 1891 Jubilee 

ovpt, through to 1921/37 to $5 incl. 25c unlisted 

damaged crown flaw, then a multitude of KGVI 

defins MNH up to $2, mint to $10, used to $10 

shades, nice range of POs in China mint, etc. In 

the same binder Malaya sets mint and used incl. 

Kedah 1937 set (SG.60/68, cat.£300). Also noted 

Brunei, Sarawak, Caribbean earlies, Papua 

lakatois through to 1952 set mint, India to high 

values plus States, specialised Malta and 

Bahamas KGVI on pages incl. 'Landfall' ovpt plate 

blocks to £1, very interesting couple of pages of 

19th century Fiji, etc, as well as separate 

collections of Australia incl. N.W.Pacific Islands 

mint range and New Zealand with useful Chalons 

and high values, plus a binder of mostly QEII 

never hinged sets but also Zululand mint incl. 5/- 

rose with RPS cert., diagonal crease UR but 

scarce never hinged (SG.11, cat.£700 for hinged). 

Certainly more here to discover, careful inspection 

strongly recommended. £1,000-1,200 
  

94 
 

British Commonwealth 

Four countries mint and used collection QV to 

KGV on Imperial albums pages (and part pages), 
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Barbados, St. Helena, Sierra Leone and KUT. 

Includes Barbados 1878 1d ovpt on 5/- bisect 

used (SG.86), 1882 to 1/- and 1892 to 2/6d used, 

1906 Nelson set used, 1920, '21, and '25 sets 

used, etc. The KUT with 1903 to 1r complete 

used, 1922 to £1, Postage due set of 1928, etc, 

St. Helena incl. 1908 both 6d used, 1922 mint to 

2/6d, etc, Sierra Leone 1903 to 5/- mint, 1904 mint 

to 1/- and to 2/- used, KGV to 5/- mint with some 

MNH. Stated total cat. over £5,000. £500-550 
  

95 
 

Commonwealth Collection 

Five old SG albums: a New Ideal for issues to 

1936, three King George VI albums and a New 

Age for QEII used to 1958, with a decent filling of 

1000s of stamps including useful sets mint and 

used. The New Ideal, one KGVI and the New Age 

all intact with unmarked pages. Also two further 

binders of Canada from QV onwards and general 

Commonwealth, small boxes of Australasia off-

paper, etc. Please inspect. £400-450 
  

96 
 

Australasia 

Two clear containers, one large (mostly 

Australia/States) and one smaller, from the half-

tonne estate, with many thousands of stamps from 

classics to 2014 in 17 albums/stockbooks and 

various folders of loose pages/cards including 

some nice specialised material. Noted New 

Zealand from imperf and perf Chalons through to 

lots of postal fiscals and officials, the former with 

QV heads to £4 incl. the key value of the earlier 

printings, the 7/6d bronze-grey cds. Also strong 

islands, especially Niue with good range of mint 

from the scarce #1 (cat.£300, signed) to stamp 

duty 10/- (DLR printing), with large plate number 

multiples incl. SG.2 MNH margin block of 25 with 

two missing stop varieties and SG.28 MNH part 

sheet with four se-tenant perf-combo pairs (total 

cat for hinged £250+), as well as Samoa and Cook 

Islands earlies to investigate. Usual mixed 

condition on earlier stamps. Sleepers to be found 

here, please view thoroughly. £400-500 
  

97 
 

British Commonwealth 

Collection from the history thematic collector (see 

Lots 66-68) attractively presented, the core in 

three volumes, generally mint from QV onwards, 

mainly KGV to early QEII. Highlights include (mint 

unless otherwise stated) Ascension 1938 set to 

10/-, Bermuda KGVI high values incl. 10/- used 

and £1 mint, Cyprus 1938 set to £1, Northern 

Rhodesia 1938 set to 20/- (2d red used), Papua 

1952 set to £1 MNH, as well as useful Australia, 

Canada, Newfoundland, etc. Also three further 

small loose-leaf albums with beautiful hand-drawn 

maps and illustrations and a volume of FDCs etc. 

£350-400 
  

98 
 

British Commonwealth 

Accumulation from a half-tonne estate, many 

thousands of mint and used stamps from classics 

onwards, housed in 12 volumes (mostly 

stockbooks), probably the best being the 

Rhodesias book starting with a range of the 1890s 

arms issues to high values, interesting range of 

hundreds of double portraits and admiral heads 

again to high values, many shades, perfs, etc, 

incl. 1910-13 2/6d mint (SG.157, cat.£375), 3/- 

mint (SG.158, cat.£250), 5/- mint (SG.160a, 

cat.£300) and £1 used (SG.166?, minimum 

cat.£375), etc. Other notable areas are the Hong 

Kong, India and States with useful back of the 

book incl. QV mint 1a postal service ovpt margin 

block of 12, Natal incl. 1902 £1.10 green and 

violet superb used, South East Asia, Canada from 

Dominion perf issues onwards, etc. Somewhat 

untidily presented with mixed condition, yet more 

here than first meets the eye. £300-350 
  

99 
 

British Africa 

British Central Africa, Rhodesias etc., mint and 

used collection in two stockbooks, well over 1000 

stamps with very mild duplication. Includes BCA 

'internal postage' imperf and perf used, KEVII 10/- 

(revenue cancel), Nyasaland KGV high values, 

very useful range of British South Africa 
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Company, N.Rhodesia KGVI set to 20/- mint and 

used, the QEII set mint x2 and used, admiral 

heads and double portraits to explore, etc. STC 

£2,500. Please inspect. £200-250 
  

100 
 

Australia, New Zealand and Canada Presentation 

Items 

An excellent range of more unusual presentation 

material, including Canada historic land vehicles 

m/s Capex 1996 un-cut sheet of six miniature 

sheets (framed), New Zealand sets on large 

sheets showing views from the stamp designs 

(eight leaves, of which two framed incl. '98 $10 

Mt. Ruapehu), as well as Australia sets in 

presentation books to 2001 (35 without 

duplication) with denominations to $10, also New 

Zealand limited edition Millenium and Heritage 

boxes, etc. Please inspect. £150-200 
  

101 
 

British Commonwealth 

Collection in binder, Queen Victoria to KGVI mint 

and used, including Barbados 1892 2d, 5d, 6d, 

and 8d mint blocks of four, Bahamas 1942 

Columbus set to £1 mint, KUT 1935 to 5/- mostly 

unmounted, Falklands QV to 5/- mint, Bermuda 

1938 12/6d mint, etc. Please inspect. £140-180 
  

102 
 

British Commonwealth Carton 

Accumulation of many 100s of mint and used 

from 19th century onwards on album pages, 

albums, stockpages, etc, including India and 

States, Malaysia on leaves, Rhodesias and 

Southern Africa binder incl. Admirals to 2/6d, 

useful Hong Kong mainly used in album, etc. Also 

some Germany on leaves. Mixed condition. 

Please inspect. £120-150 
  

103 
 

British Commonwealth Accumulation 

Four shoe-boxes with 1000s of stamps from 

classics to mid-20th century, mint and used 

singles and sets on 100s of counter/stock cards. 

Noted useful range of Africa incl. KUT, Rhodesia, 

South Africa, also Canada, Mauritius, Hong 

Kong, Malaya from 1900s to 1970s, and much 

more. Some duplication. Huge catalogue value. 

£100-150 
  

104 
 

British Commonwealth 

A small assortment on stockcards and an album 

page, including Sierra Leone QV £5 specimen 

ovpt, specialised mint Queensland to 1/- incl. 

blocks, 6d specimen etc, St. Helena 1934 set to 

2/6d and 1938 3d blue mint, B.A.T. 1963 £1 red 

and black mint, Burma 1947 set mint, British 

Somalia 1943 and 1950 sets mint, 1943 M.E.F. 

set mint, GB KGV mint to 1/-, K.U.T. 1912 3r fine 

used, and much more. Please inspect. £100-140 
  

105 
 

British Commonwealth and GB 

Hundreds of mostly 1850-1950 stamps on about 

200 stockcards/cut-down cards, mint and used, 

including GB high values KEVII-KGVI, watermark 

varieties, also Canada from small queens 

onwards, Seychelles KGVI paper varieties, India, 

Mauritius, Maldives, Sudan, Zanzibar, etc. High 

cat. Please inspect. £100-120 
  

106 
 

Australasia 

20th century collection/accumulation in album and 

18 stockbooks filling a carton, much organised 

parallel mint/NH and used, generally 1930s 

onwards, with useful range of New Zealand mint 

1950s incl. plate blocks, Australia used to 2020, 

Papua New Guinea with first set to £1 used, AAT, 

etc. 10,000+ stamps with mostly mild duplication, 

please inspect. £80-100 
  

107 
 

Australia 

Excellent mint collection in a boxed SG hingeless 

album, an impressively solid run of issues in 

generally top-notch quality. Highlights include 

1913 first kangaroos to about 6d (higher values 

later wmks), the 1915-28 narrow crown wmk to 

5/-, etc. Then the KGV heads, a beautiful array 

with no empty spaces up to the 1/4d turquoise 

types, and continuing comprehensively including 

the 1928 kookaburra Stamp Exhibition souvenir 

sheet, Harbour Bridge set very attractive with the 
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5/- lightly hinged and well-centred, ANZAC, 

robes, navigators, etc., through to officials, 

postage dues, B.C.O.F. etc. A pleasure to view, 

with vibrantly fresh colours. Catalogue approx. 

£9,000. £750-1,000 
  

108 
 

Australia 

A keen Australia and States collector's 

'Commonwealth' section, in 12 albums, the main 

being the used collection in near-full Davo 

hingeless album and the mint in a Lighthouse 

hingeless album. The first kangaroos include 

fresh-looking mint 9d and 2/-, superb used 5/-, 

the 10/- and £1 with small faults and the £1 with 

ultramarine colour faded, then the narrow crown 

1915-27 'roos mint to 5/- in immaculate quality, 

the used to 10/- and 1924 £1 grey both favour 

cancelled, 1929-30 issue used to 5/- and 

outstanding mint to 10/- with the 5/- MNH and the 

10/- signed, as well as 1931-35 10/- used. Other 

highlights in these two albums are the 1928 3d 

blue kookaburra miniature sheet MNH and 1932 

Harbour Bridge sets mint and used, the used 5/- 

with faults but the mint sound. Also much good 

material to investigate in the other books, with 

imprint blocks, postmark studies on early issues 

(incl. New Town, Tasmania on 1923 6d chestnut 

'roo pair with completely missing lines above and 

below 'six pence'), lots more 'roos to £1 incl. 

varieties, first flight covers including 1931 Oz-UK 

and 1934 Oz-NZ, and mint with many m/s to late 

'90s. Should be seen to be appreciated. Other 

lots from this collector are the wonderful Western 

Australia lot 112, India and States lot 144, Natal 

lot 158 and GB lot 214. £750-1,000 
  

109 
 

Australia 

Over 1300 KGV heads and kangaroos, a study 

on stockpages organised by watermarks and with 

detailed write-up for many listed and unlisted 

varieties and flaws, including deformed letters, 

several ‘HALE PENCE’, ‘PQSTAGE’, etc, missing 

tops to crowns, inverted wmks, paper varieties, 

postmarks, etc, etc. Includes a few officials and 

postage dues, inevitably some mixed condition 

due to the focus on anything and everything 

unusual that the collector could lay hands on. A 

great range for the specialist. High catalogue. 

£200-250 
  

110 
 

Australia 

Large carton full of mint issues, including a 

stockbook with good run from kangaroos 

onwards, the 'roos mostly multiple wmks to 2/-, 

though also with 3d olive green first issue and 1/- 

light blue narrow crown, then KGV heads to 5d, 

1930s sets, 1937-49 'robes' to £1 incl. 3d. 

shades, 1963 navigators set MNH, etc., face 

values to $10, through to 2000, followed by four 

very solid volumes of booklets and prestige 

booklets from 1969 prime ministers to 2006, 

along with presentation packs from 1971 

onwards, Antarctic Territory with scarce booklet, 

etc. Also year packs, an empty Lighthouse album 

cover in slipcase and a useful book of Malta mint 

from QV 1/- through to 1980. Please inspect. 

£200-250 
  

111 
 

Australia and Accessories 

Accumulation of 1000s of mostly used stamps 

with much duplication in four crammed 

stockbooks, first issues onwards with hundreds of 

kangaroos to 5/- organised by Dies etc, hundreds 

of KGV heads to 1/4d, great postmark hunting 

incl. a range on album pages with late fee, ship 

letter etc, dozens of 5/- robes types, small 1/- lyre 

bird block of six, 1948-56 high value arms to £2, 

etc. Along with seven 'Devon' albums, mostly 

empty of which two or three are almost as new 

with fresh pages, plus two containers of useful 

catalogues incl. c.2009-2014 SG.China, France, 

Austria/Hungary, Italy/Switzerland, Middle East 

etc, 2014 Yvert France, 2015 Netherlands, lots of 

Michels. Please inspect. £100-150 
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112 
 

Australian States: Western Australia 

An in-depth collection in four volumes and loose 

album pages, assembled by the collector from 

different good sources. There is an impressive 

showing of Western Australia with page after 

page of specialised swans of which well over 450 

are the earlier type, of which almost 40 are imperf 

or rouletted 1854 to 1860 issues. Highlights 

include four-margin 1d blacks, 1d blacks with 

blue cancels, 1860 2d orange shades unused, 

examples of 1854 4d blue, 1857-59 Hillman litho 

2d and 6d and 1861 6d sage-green all with 

varying faults yet all highly collectible, followed by 

6d sage-green roulette (SG.32 cat. £750), then 

an excellent range of early perf issues 1861 

through to 1882-85 wmk crown CA mint and used 

with many watermark varieties and good stamps 

cataloguing over £100 each incl. 1864 6d indigo-

violet mint (SG.58, cat. £475), 1865 11/- green 

'specimen' (SG.61s, cat. £225), etc, through to 

1888 'specimen' handstamps set (SG.103s/105s, 

cat. £275), as well as later types with for example 

9d perf 11 mint (SG.133, cat. £180) and 2/- red 

on yellow perf 11 mint shades (SG.134, cat. 

£600) as well as back of the book incl. postal 

fiscals and early swan types with I.R. ovpts not in 

SG. Other useful States material includes 

Tasmania perf Chalon 6d and 1/- mint (SG.76/77, 

cat. £665), NSW 1d Sydney view imperf 

presumed forged, Queensland Chalon heads and 

1886 £1 pair used (SG.161, cat. £170), etc. All 

the makings of a fantastic specialised collection 

once combined, which would be a very 

pleasurable endeavour. Recommended viewing. 

£750-1,000 
  

113 
 

Bechuanaland 

½d grey-black with green overprint double, mint, 

short perf upper right. Scarce. SG.52a, cat. £750. 

£60-80 
  

114 
 

Belgium 

1878 5fr red-brown, SG.57a, very fine used with 

roller cancel, cat. £2,500. £120-150 
  

115 
 

Belgium 

Collection on stockpages with many good items 

mostly used, 1849-1965, starting with lots of 

classics from imperf epaulettes #1 and #2, 

medallions, 1865 to 1fr, 1866 1ct (4), 2cts (2) and 

5cts (3), 1869 to 1fr incl. both 50cts, 1883 set, 

1905 set, Brussels exhibition 1910 sets (2), 1911 

Charleroi, 1915 red cross, through to useful 

miniature sheets including 1935 Brussels and 

1936 Borgehout, 1937 Eugene (2), 1960 world 

refugee, etc, as well as back of the book incl. 

1879 parcel post set of six, etc. Catalogue in 

many £1000s. £200-250 
  

116 
 

Canada 

Mint and used collection on album leaves and 

stockpages in a binder, several hundred different 

stamps, including a range of large and small 

queens, 1897 Jubilee mint to 20cts (less 15cts), 

Jubilee used 5cts and 8cts cds and 50cts roller 

cancel, then 1897/98 widow-heads set mint and 

used, 1898 7cts, 8cts and 10cts mint, KEVII 7cts 

mint and 50cts used, Quebec 20cts mint, KGV 

mint defins to $1 and later sets incl. 1928/29 used 

incl. $1 x3 and cds Bluenose. Also a useful range 

of earlier Colonies mint and used including Prince 

Edward Island. Condition varies, please inspect. 

£200-250 
  

117 
 

Canada 

Excellent mint collection in a boxed SG hingeless 

album, starting with a useful range of Province 

issues, followed by large queens to 15c, 1870-90 

small queens to 10c, 1893 widowheads (50c 

unused), 1897 jubilee to 50c (5c thin, 10c 

unused), 1897-98 maple leaf set, 1898 leaves 

and numerals set (20c paper adhesion on 

reverse), followed by the Edward VII set with 

most attractive 50c fresh and well-centred, the 
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Quebec set remarkably without the usual thins 

though the 10c is without gum, again it is the top 

value that is a stand-out example. Further 

highlights in the 20th century include the 1915 

War Tax ovpts set, coils with no empty spaces, 

1928-29 pictorials, etc, all the way to 

comprehensive officials etc. This along with the 

second volume with issues through to the 1980s. 

Catalogue approx. £14,000, though naturally 

there is some mixed condition on the earlier 

issues. A highly recommended viewing. £1,000-

1,500 
  

118 
 

Canada 

Collection and accumulation of 1000s mint and 

used in 5 vols., incl. Davo album with used 

collection starting from 1859-64 issues, 12½cts 

bright blue large queen and small queens to 8cts, 

jubilee 6cts, KEVII to 20cts, etc. Also well-filled 

stockbooks with further small queens (several 

dozen) and some useful earlier Provinces, 

through to mint and used blocks, souvenir sheets, 

etc. well into the 2000s. Mixed condition on 

earlier issues, please inspect. £100-150 
  

119 
 

Canada 

1903-12 KEVII set mint, SG.173/187, cat. £1,100. 

10c/20c very minor light tone spots at the tip of a 

few perfs, the 50c sound, overall attractive quality 

for this set. £130-160 
  

120 
 

Cape of Good Hope 

Cape triangular 'set' used, housed in Westminster 

presentation box, 1d, 4d, 6d and 1/-, all sound 

and all with full margins save the 4d. The 6d with 

unusually large margins though worn 

appearance. Minimum catalogue as cheapest 

types £1,200. £100-140 
  

121 
 

Cyprus 

1905 4 piastres, very attractive mint example 

showing the broken top left triangle variety, 

SG.66a, cat. £550. £80-100 
  

122 
 

Cyprus 

Mostly used collection in a small loose-leaf 

album, QV to KGV incl. overprints on GB to 4d, 

1881 1pi unused, 1882 set to 12pi, 1894 to 12pi, 

1904 to 12pi 1912 set to 45pi with 6pi and 9pi 

mint, 1924 to 45pi, 1925 set both mint and used, 

1928 set to 45pi, etc. Stated catalogue £1,600 

excluding the unused. Please inspect. £140-160 
  

123 
 

Dominica 

A near-complete Queen Victoria range on part of 

an Imperial album page, including 1874 set of 

three used, 1877 set to 1/- used (1d mint), 1882 

surcharges set of three, 1886 to 6d with mint 2½d 

and 4d, etc. 25 stamps in all, cat. £840. £80-90 
  

124 
 

France 

1870 Paris Siege - Balloon Cover - Fascinating ' 

Ballon Monte ' cover carried on ' La Ville De 

Paris' during the 1870 siege. Dated 12 Dec 1870. 

This flight was captured by the Germans and the 

mail forwarded. Bearing a fine 30c Napoleon. A 

most attractive cover in exceptional condition for 

its kind, cat. value £650. Accompanied by write-

up and an English transcription of the contents. 

£50-70 
  

125 
 

France Collection 

Well over 1500 mint and used stamps as well as 

covers in three stockbooks, mostly mid-20th 

century with a useful range of mint never hinged 

sets, french Colonies from imperf eagles 

onwards, etc. The best however is probably the 

postal history from classics onwards (incl. 'B' 

under neck Napoleon), with around 100 covers 

including an excellent 1940s/'50s 

correspondence with philatelic motive, for 

example the 1000fr Paris bridges SG.1059 coin 

datee (corner date), 1954 airmail high values (top 

three values of the set of four) in corner plate 

number examples on separate covers, better 

charity issues and much more. High catalogue 

here on that which is listed, there is also an 
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interesting range of back of the book with 1930s 

and '40s labels, 19th century revenues, 

advertising, etc. Will benefit considerably from 

organisation and better presentation. £200-250 
  

126 
 

France Collection 

1960 to 1972 MNH collection highly complete in a 

Safe hingeless album, including the 1960 new 

currency postage due set. Top quality and 

completely free of any toning. Catalogue £900+ 

£50-70 
  

127 
 

French Colonies 

Majority mint collection on a sheaf of album 

pages, with many good sets and singles including 

Gabon, Guadeloupe, Indo-China mint with 1919 

ovpt set of 18, 1922 set of 21, 1927 set of 24, 

1933 air set, etc, followed by Ivory Coast, 

Martinique with 1933 set, Mayotte, Congo 1924 

sets, Morocco 1935 memorial fund set of four, 

New Caledonia 1885 25cts on 35cts imperf, 1892 

and 1900 50cts, 1933 flight set of 26, etc, etc. 

Catalogue well in excess of £4,000 and quality 

generally high. £350-400 
  

128 
 

German States: Wurttemberg 

1857 18kr blue, very fine example with margins 

all round except just shaving the outer frame 

upper right, light cds cancel. SG.29, cat. £2,250. 

£50-70 
  

129 
 

German States: Wurttemberg 

1861 thin paper 18k blue, attractive used 

example with April 1873 Nurtingen cds. SG.44, 

cat. £3,750. For used this is the key issue of 

Wurttemberg. £240-260 
  

130 
 

Germany 

1875 'Pfennige' 10pf carmine and 20pf 

ultramarine, both mint never hinged examples, 

the 20pf particularly scarce as such and 

catalogued €3,500 in Michel (total €3,900). 

SG.33, 34a. cat. £820 for hinged. A lovely pair of 

classic stamps. £150-200 
  

131 
 

Germany 

1920 Bavaria 10mk green, the 'Deutsches Reich' 

overprint showing variety 'flat top to 'R', together 

with normal for comparison. SG.135a, cat. 

£1,200. £70-90 
  

132 
 

Germany 

1920 10pf orange official used, SG.O126, cat. 

£800. Scarce. Signed Peschl and Infla Berlin. 

£50-60 
  

133 
 

Germany 

Collection of 19th century only, mint and used, on 

three album pages, with generally excellent 

examples on the first issues incl. small shields 

cds used 1/4gr, 5gr (Magdeburg-Bhf), 2kr 

orange-vermilion (Offenbach) and 18kr 

(Mullheim), the large shields with scarce 2kr 

orange with stadtpost box cancel and the 18kr 

with Frankfurt cds. Then the 1874 overprint pair, 

pfennig and pfennige issues with lots of shades 

to 50pf, etc. Stated to catalogue approx. £13,500. 

Great quality on some very elusive issues. £400-

500 
  

134 
 

Germany 

Collection on album leaves from Empire first 

issues to 1950s, good completion to 1936, 

including key eagles looking good though with 

hidden small faults incl. small shield 18kr, large 

shield 9kr and 18kr (latter cat. £3,500) and the 

9kr on 9kr, then 'pfennig' 25pf and 50pf mint, 

'Reichspost' set to 5mk, better inflation issues 

requiring expertization incl. 1921/22 wmk mesh 

set with used 5pf, 10pf, 30pf and 120pf, 1924 

airmail 100pf and 300pf, etc, followed by 1926 

airmail set, 1928 zeppelin set, 'nothilfe' charity 

sets, Wagner set, through to post-war with only 

the good issues incl. Berlin 1949 currency m/s 

mint (cat. £1,300), posthorns to 80pf mint, black 

'Berlin' ovpts complete MNH (unsigned, the high 

values suspect), 1949 UPU set and much more. 

Huge catalogue, approx. £15,000+ without 
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counting the Imperial eagles. Please inspect. 

£400-500 
  

135 
 

Germany 

Extensive collection filling a carton, presented in 

seven mostly hingeless albums and two binders 

of booklets, from classics to 2008, generally used 

pre-1940 and mint never hinged post-war, with 

good sections of Imperial issues, inflation (many 

signed), se-tenants (one whole album), etc. 

Highlights include embossed eagles in select 

quality with small shield ¼gr violet cds, 1/3gr 

emerald shade on piece, both ½gr shades 

signed, 5gr signed, 18kr superb cds, range of 

large shields, pfennig/pfennige with many 

shades, 'Reichspost' 3mk types I and II, through 

to inflation period with 1921 10pf olive-green 

signed and with certificate (SG.159, cat. £300), 

1921 eagle airmail set, nothilfe sets, 1931 

zeppelin set, 1933 Wagner set, professions, 

costumes, 'nuburgring' ovpts, souvenir sheets, 

etc. That is just the first two books. There is also 

the majority of the good material of Berlin and 

West Germany, predominantly mint never hinged 

(NB: the red 'Berlin' overprints complete are 

apparently signed Schlegel while we consider 

them forged) including posthorns to 60pf MNH, 

the 70pf and 90pf mint. The three volumes of se-

tenants and booklets well worth investigating as 

well. Please inspect. £750-1,000 
  

136 
 

Germany Postal History 

Box of over 230 covers, 'Germania' issues to 

1940s, many nice commercial usages incl. 

inflation covers with signatures, advertising, 

Hindenberg se-tenants, parts of Hitler m/s and 

brown band miniature sheet usage, interesting 

cancels and combinations, etc. Good lot that will 

repay close inspection. £200-300 
  

137 
 

Germany Postal History 

Over 50 inflation period covers/cards, from the 

mid-1920s, some spectacular large frankings and 

combinations, many signatures of the German 

experts. Please inspect. £150-170 
  

138 
 

German Colonies etc. 

German Colonies, WWI Occupations, 

Marienwerder, etc.  

Mostly mint collection on album leaves, well over 

350 stamps in attractive quality, highlights 

including (mint unless otherwise stated) German 

East Africa 1893 first surcharge set through to 

watermarked 3 rupees yacht, German New 

Guinea complete, German South-West Africa 

with 1906 set complete to 5mk, Kiautschou 

'China' 5pf surcharge, 5mk 'specimen' ovpt, 

Marianas 1899 20pf ultramarine, Marshall Islands 

1899 onwards complete, as well as good ranges 

of Occupations of Belgium, Poland, Romania, 

Memel, etc. Virtually pristine condition on much of 

this, with catalogue stated to run well over 

£4,300. £400-500 
  

139 
 

Germany Area: Saar, Memel, etc. 

Attractive mint/MNH collection in a Lighthouse 

hingeless album, generally very well-filled, with 

Saar only a missing a handful, with first overprint 

set incl. 1mk signed, 1920 ovpts on Bavaria incl. 

2mk violet, 1921 pictorials and the surcharges 

both complete, 1922 pictorials and 1923 changed 

colours complete, excellent volkshilfe sets incl. 

1929 complete MNH, 1931 to complete 10fr+10fr, 

1931/32 complete to 5fr+5fr, 1932 5fr+5fr, etc. 

Then Memel, not as complete but with useful 

range of airposts and Klaipeda, followed by 

Marienwerder incl. Germania 80pf and 1mk small 

type ovpt used, through to Generalgouvernement 

and Bohemia/Moravia virtually complete. Please 

inspect. £250-300 
  

140 
 

Germany, Soviet and Allied Occupation Zones 

Mint collection in a well-filled Lighthouse 

hingeless album, with much never hinged. 

Includes Saxony East and West with watermarks 

ascending and descending, Thuringen souvenir 
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sheets, 'bezirks', 1946 currency reform m/s perf 

and imperf mint, posthorn overprints with no 

empty spaces, 1948 buildings set MNH with extra 

varieties, 1949 Hanover m/s MNH, followed by 

Saar under French Occupation incl. 1949 officials 

set MNH, 1949/51 set MNH, 1949 national relied 

paintings set MNH, etc, as well as without 'pf' 

sets of Baden MNH, Rheinland-Pfalz MNH and 

Wurttemberg mint, plus several m/s, etc. The 

Soviet Zones especially worth further 

investigation, please inspect. £350-400 
  

141 
 

Germany 

From a half-tonne estate, a somewhat 

disorganised accumulation in an oversize carton 

and clear plastic container, with 20 volumes from 

vintage to modern as well as loose pages, 

envelopes, old auction lots etc, thousands of 

stamps from classics onwards, as well as 

occasional interesting postal history. £100-150 
  

142 
 

Greenland 

Collection in two solid binders from a Polar 

specialist collector, with much postal history 

written-up along with stamps throughout. There is 

some duplication here, the stamps beginning with 

a dozen Pakke Porto bears from 1o. olive-green 

to 1kr bistre-yellow shades, 1938-46 set x4 each 

both mint and used, the 1950 set incl. key 50o. 

blue MNH, the 1956 surcharges set x2 mint (incl. 

MNH imprint margin) and several used, with 

further sets, booklets and m/s to 2007. Then the 

approx. 200 covers/cards beginning with 1954 

first flight to Copenhagen, FDCs mostly 1960s 

onwards, a colourful series of supply ship 

cachets, Russian ice-breaker, expeditions with 

some signed, 1969 Anglo-Danish Watkins 

Mountains expedition photo card signed by the 

team, 1958 and 1963 Scottish expeditions, the 

latter signed Jock Anderson, 1978 Austrian 

expedition signed by the team, etc. A well-

researched collection, please inspect. £200-300 
  

143 
 

Hungary 

Mint and used collection on album leaves, 1871-

1935 fairly complete including 1871-73 litho 

Franz Josef 10kr blue unused (re-gummed, 

catalogued as used) and 15kr light brown used, 

engraved types to 25kr shades used, 1913 flood 

relief and 1914 war charity sets mint, 1925 sports 

set mint, 1927 air set fine used, 1926 Madonna 

1p to 5p mint, 1932 Madonna set fine used, 1933 

air set fine used, etc. Approx. cat. £3,500+ £250-

300 
  

144 
 

India and States 

An interesting collection of 1000s of mint and 

used stamps from classic imperfs to 1960s put 

together many decades ago in two Simplex blank 

albums, one for India, Pakistan and Burma (the 

latter incl. Japanese Occupations), the other 

album for the Indian Native and Convention 

States. In the first volume we note QV to 5r, 

KEVII to 10r, KGV first issue incl. 15r pair and 25r 

block of four on piece (SG.191, cat. £260 as 

singles), 1937-40 KGVI series with 15r and 20r 

mint (SG.263/264, cat. £480), followed by better 

1940s/'50s incl. Gandhi 10r mint and x2 used 

(SG.308, total cat. £680), 1949/52 temples 

complete mint incl. the good 1952 10r shade 

(SG.309/324, 323b, cat. £600), etc. through to 

Burma 1947 officials mint set (SG.O41/O53, cat. 

£225), etc. In the Indian States volume there is 

lots of useful Gwalior, mostly mint Jhind, Chamba 

and Nabha and extensive Patiala, then 

Hyderabad, Cochin/Travancore, Sirmoor, Soruth, 

etc. to investigate. There is much more here than 

described, with potential for watermark varieties 

etc, please view thoroughly. £500-750 
  

145 
 

Indian Feudatory States 

Specialised mint and used collection of stamps 

and occasional postal history neatly presented in 

two albums, the native states running from 

Nandgaon to Travancore, with lots of varieties 

and errors, multiples, imperf between varieties, 
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etc. Much material for the specialist here, a 

recommended viewing. £450-500 
  

146 
 

Ireland 

Collection in a large stockbook with many 100s of 

mint and used stamps, starting with provisional 

ovpts incl. Dollard 2/6d and 5/- mint, Govt. ovpt. 

Free State seahorses set mint with 10/- x2 

(SG.86/88, total cat.£465), re-engraved 5/- used, 

etc. Then first St. Patrick high values used 

(#102/104, cat.£200) and a good range of sets of 

the 1940s mint and used, through to 1990s. STC 

approx. £2,000. £150-200 
  

147 
 

Ireland Mint Collection to 2016 

Mint collection running to 2016 in a large carton 

from the island enthusiast's estate, six boxed 

Lindner hingeless albums with virtually complete 

MNH run from mid-1960s to 2016, many souvenir 

sheets, se-tenants and booklets throughout. 

Three of the volumes are entirely post-2001 

issues with substantial Euro face value. 

Accompanied by five cover albums of FDCs to 

1997. £350-400 
  

148 
 

Isle of Man 

1973 3p definitive with error of colour SG17a, in 

unmounted mint block of four. With normal for 

comparison. Cat. £640. £60-80 
  

149 
 

Italy 

Very good collection mint and used on well-filled 

album leaves, pleasant duplication 1860s to 

1950s, with many high-catalogue sets incl. 1862 

perf issues, newspaper imperf, 1863 to 2L used 

with 5cts mint, 1878 officials incl. 20cts on 30cts 

mint, 1889 5L used, 1921 Mazzini set fine used, 

1924 holy year fine used, 1932 Dante mint, 1929 

Monte Cassino fine used, 1948 centenary mint 

(2), 1950 occupation set mint, 1945 definitives set 

of 23, as well as useful airmails, excellent 

commem sets with most of the better ones both 

mint and fine used. Cat. approx. £22,000. £750-

1,000 
  

150 
 

Japan 

A carton of three volumes plus literature sifted 

from a chaotic accumulation (Lot 1), with an 

interesting loose-leaf album including useful early 

20th century sets mint and used, several 

excellent pages of revenues including earlies, 

Occupation of Burma incl. forged/philatelic 

covers, attractive postal history from 19th century 

onwards, Indonesian Occupation postal 

stationery, etc. Postal History is also the focus of 

the remaining two volumes, with a colourful 

display of over 200 FDCs, stationery cards and 

miniature sheets with great thematic potential. 

Accompanied by two large binders of 'Kiku 

Shimbu' Japanese philatelic journal numbers 108 

to 130 from 1996 to 2003. Please inspect. £150-

200 
  

151 
 

Liechtenstein 

Good collection on album leaves and stockpages, 

mostly mint from first issues to about 1956, 

including 1930 views with 50rp perf 11½x10½, 

90rp perf 10½, 1930 airmail set, 1951 redrawn 

Prince and Princess 2f and 3f, 1951 defin set to 

1fr, 1953 paintings, 1931 airmail 1fr, 1936 airmail 

set, etc. with much more here to inspect. Cat. 

approx. £5,000. £250-350 
  

152 
 

Luxembourg 

Mint and used collection on album leaves 

including 1852 both values, 1859 to 40cts used 

and unused, roulettes to 40cts, 1872 1fr ovpt 

used, 1882 officials to 5fr mint, 1893 officials to 

2½fr fine used, 1906 2½ fine used, good range of 

child welfare sets including fine used 1927-1936 

complete with duplication, 1935 relief fund set 

MNH (20fr tiny mark at bottom), 1951 Europe set 

mint, 1950 war orphans set in blocks of four 

used, 1939 royal marriage set used, etc. Cat. 

approx. £10,000 not including the unused. £400-

450 
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153 
 

Malaysia / Malaya 

Assortment of sets, high values and good items 

on 40 stock/counter cards, including Pahang 

1889 10cts used (small thin), Kelantan 1921 $1 

used, Johore 1904 surcharges mint set of three, 

Kedah 1937 set to $5 mint save 12c used, 

Malacca 1949 $2 and $5 mint, Kedah 1959 set 

including both $5 mint, etc, tigers and KEVII to $5 

values though probable revenue cancels. 

Catalogue excluding fiscals approx. £3,500. 

£275-300 
  

154 
 

Malta, GB used in,  

Malta, GB used in, 1873 4d vermilion plate 14 

(SG.95), ideally struck with whole cds portion of 

the A25 postmark type Z5, SG.Z49. Superb. £30-

40 
  

155 
 

Monaco 

Specialised classics collection with focus on the 

1885 Charles III and 1891-21 Prince Albert 

issues, an impressive assembly with lots of 

shades, all mint with an excellent range of 

multiples, gutter blocks, etc. Includes 1885 1ct 

(7), 2cts (10), 5cts (6 incl 2x MNH), 10cts (5), 

15cts (2), 25cts (4, two with faults, two sound 

mint), 40cts (2), 75cts (2) and 1fr SG.9 cat. 

£2,250 (no faults), followed by the 1891-94 

issues with shades, 10cts (7), 15cts (9), 25cts 

with three of each shade, etc, through to the 1fr 

with many paper shades with multiples incl. gutter 

strip of six, followed by a wonderful page of the 

5fr types with rose on greenish x3, deep carmine 

on greenish x2, 1920 5fr mauve and 1921 5fr 

grey-green, almost all immaculate quality for 

hinged examples. No write-up, yet with method 

and there will clearly be scarce shades here. The 

small minority with faults have generally been 

identified with pencil marks. Excluding the 

obviously faulty, the catalogue is approx. 

£19,000. £1,000-1,250 
  

156 
 

Monaco 

Excellent early range on various old album leaves 

in a springback album, very pleasant duplication 

on the classics mint and used, with 1885 to 5fr 

incl. superb used 1fr black on yellow and with 

most values to 1fr mint, 1891 mint to 5fr incl. 

10cts (4), 15cts (2), 25cts green shades (3), 1901 

to both 5fr mint, war orphans to 1fr both mint and 

used, 1920 ovpts set to 1fr, 1922, 1924 and 1933 

sets, etc. Catalogues over £20,000. Some mixed 

condition as to be expected, yet quality is 

generally well above the average where it counts 

most. Please inspect. £1,000-1,250 
  

157 
 

Monaco 

Attractive mostly mint collection on album leaves, 

near completion to 1930s, with strength in the 

early issues incl. 1885 1fr fine used, 1891 5fr 

mint, 1914 red cross 'Principaute Be Monaco' 

error mint, 1919 war orphans to 1fr mint, 1920 

surcharges to 1fr mint, 1933 top values, 1937 

views set, 1937 postage due set, 1938 national 

relief set, 1939 national fete m/s fine used, 

1949/'51 red cross trio of m/s perf and imperf 

mint, etc. Quality high throughout. Cat. £8,000+ 

£500-750 
  

158 
 

Natal 

Excellent specialised mint and used collection 

written-up on quadrille album pages, over 250 

stamps including dozens of Chalon heads from 

1859 onwards with 6d violet and lilac shades mint 

(SG.23/24, cat. £210) and many 'postage' ovpt 

types used and unused, followed by 1882 5/- 

maroon used and 5/- rose mint with old BPA 

certificate (SG.71/72, cat. £260), 1884 3d blue 

mint (SG.100, cat. £160), etc, through to KEVII 

incl. 1902 £1.10 used (SG.143, cat. £130), mint 

10/- x2 (SG.141, cat. £130 each), the £1 black 

and bright blue mint and ovpt 'specimen' 

(SG.142, cat. £350+), etc, as well as an 

interesting range of postmarks. Please inspect. 

£350-400 
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159 
 

Netherlands 

Mint selection of better values, with 1872 1gld 

slate violet (pulled perf), 1891 goldilocks 50cts 

both printings, 1913 5gld and 10gld, 1920 both 

2.50gld surcharges (the smaller with perf fault). 

Cat. £4,775. £350-400 
  

160 
 

Netherlands 

Replete collection on album leaves, 

comprehnsive 1852 to 1940s including basic 

issues complette to 1913 5gld, as well as child 

welfare sets 1924-34 fine used, 1924 

international exhibition set mint, 1928 Olympics 

mint, 1932 tourist propaganda set fine used (2), 

Rembrandt set fine used (2), 1950 cultural set 

mint, plus a good range of postage dues, early 

court of justice sets etc. Cat. £6,500+ £350-400 
  

161 
 

Netherlands 

Very good collection in a Schaubek album, well-

filled from 1852 to mid-1970s with lots of extra 

varieties outside the printed spaces and on blank 

pages, includes (used unless otherwise stated) 

1864 set, 1867 to 50cts, 1872 to 2.5gld, 1891 to 

1gld, 1893 50cts and 1gld perf 11, 1913 to 2.5gld 

with top three values mint, 1924 international 

exhibition set mint, virtually all the good commem 

sets, through to a strong range of back of the 

book with officials, postage dues, etc. Stated to 

catalogue over £10,000. £400-500 
  

162 
 

Netherlands 

Collection in five volumes, of which three are 

loose-leaf albums well-filled with chronological 

mint and used collection from the first issues of 

1852 through to 2015 (used in the recent years). 

The mint is in mounts and generally never hinged 

in the latter half of the 20th century, with lots of 

good sets, for example the 1952 'PTT' exhibition 

set (cat. £130), 1969 Queen Juliana high values 

in MNH corner blocks of four (cat. £150), etc, also 

the occasional cover incl. Christchurch air race 

pair 1953. Then a duplicated range of 100s more 

stamps 19th century onwards in stockbook and 

another small stockbook with useful Colonies. 

Please inspect. £150-200 
  

163 
 

Newfoundland 

Mint collection in mounts on printed pages in a 

binder, clearly assembled with an eye for quality, 

with highlights starting in the imperf period with 

square crown and emblems types and roses to 

1/-, then 1865-70 early perf issues incl. 5c brown 

fur seal, 10c Prince Consort, 1870 3c vermilion, 

the 1876/79 rouletted set, followed by a nice 

showing of the 1880s shades, the better 

pictorial/commemorative sets of 1897, 1910 (litho) 

and 1911 (engraved), the 1911-16 royal family 

set, and all the subsequent regular sets as well as 

a good range of the provisional surcharges and 

airmail overprints including the 1920 set with both 

bar formats of the 3c on 15c scarlet, the trans-

Atlantic ovpts incl. 1919 $1 on 13c, the 1921 

'Halifax' and the $1.50 on $1 DO-X flight. Some of 

the earlier issues are without gum however 

condition is generally far above that usually 

encountered. Minimum catalogue £9,250. £1,000-

1,250 
  

164 
 

New Zealand 

An impressive mostly mint collection in a boxed 

SG hingeless album with few empty spaces, the 

Chalon heads all used with nine imperfs mostly in 

reasonable condition for these difficult issues, 

followed by a nearly full page of over twenty perf 

types to 1/- values with and without watermark. 

Then from 1873 the collection is virtually all mint, 

the odd light blemish early on but generally in 

excellent quality, with 1870s to 5/-, 1882-1900 

QV heads with various perfs to 1/-, the 5d with 

back-print advertising, first pictorials to 5/- Mt. 

Cook, the later types 1900-07 to the 2/- with 

possible evidence of mixed perfs horizontally 

(would be SG.347, cat. £1,700), the 5/- being 

very lightly used. The rest of the 20th century 

regular issues are virtually complete incl. 1906 
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Christchurch and 1913 Aukland exhibition sets, 

1926 high values and 1931 smiling boy set, 

through to great back of the book with most 

officials incl. 1907-11 (no 1d but two 6d, total cat. 

£950), 1933 5/- (cat £325), etc, as well as an 

interesting range of SG-listed and unlisted QV 

stamp duty to £5, 1930s/‘40s arms postal fiscals 

incl. 1940 surcharges trio to 11/- on 11/- yellow 

(SG.F187/F189, cat. £495), etc. Much more here 

to explore with potential for better types on the 

more complex issues. Aside from a few space-

fillers in the classics a most attractive collection. 

Catalogue will exceed £10,000, without counting 

SG.347 or any of the Chalon head issues. 

£1,000-1,250 
  

165 
 

New Zealand 

Mint and used collection in an album, with useful 

range of material from 19th century onwards, incl. 

QV to 1/- used, 1920 victory set used, 1940 set to 

1/- mint, 1954 to 10/- used, later QEII mint to $2, 

range of healths mint/MNH incl. smiling boy 2d 

mint (missing corner perf), 1929-30 and 1935, 

etc. Please inspect. £40-50 
  

166 
 

New Zealand 

Collection in seven volumes, blue for used and 

red for mint, with a very useful range of 

specialised 19th century incl. lots of Chalons to 

1/- perf and imperf in mixed condition, later QV by 

perforation to 1/- green used, a dozen different 

advertising back-prints, through to pictorials to 3/- 

types used and 1936/42 set mint, 1931 smiling 

boys mint set, 1953 horseback QEII set mint and 

onwards well into the 2000s, as well as good 

back of the book with lots of officials, lighthouses, 

railways, etc. Please inspect. £300-350 
  

167 
 

New Zealand, QV Mint Group 

1874 top values, the 2/- and 5/- mint (SG.185/6), 

along with the 1882-1900 QV set mint to 1/-, 

various perfs, including an extra 4d with 

advertising on reverse. Minimum total cat. 

£1,670. £200-240 
  

168 
 

New Zealand 

1900 3d brown 'huia birds' mint pair imperf 

between, CP.E9b(x), SG.261b, cat.£600. £100-

125 
  

169 
 

New Zealand 

1906 Christchurch Exhibition, mint set in very 

attractive quality. SG.370/373, cat.£275. £50-70 
  

170 
 

New Zealand 

1960 3d kowhai flower, mint never hinged vertical 

strip of three showing progressive omitted green, 

with lower stamp green omitted completely, 

CP.O5a(x), SG.785b, cat.£325+. £75-100 
  

171 
 

New Zealand 

1960 manuka flower with error pale blue omitted, 

mint never hinged. CP.O1a(z), SG.781a 

cat.£325. Also unusual perforation skip 

horizontally, hitherto unnoticed. £75-100 
  

172 
 

New Zealand 

1967 3c purangi flower SG.849 var., MNH block 

of six imperforate at the right sheet margin, 

CP.OD5a(z) cat. NZ$500 for block of four 

(approx. £260). £75-100 
  

173 
 

New Zealand 

1978 20c 'paua shell' mint never hinged vertical 

strip of three from the top of the sheet, with the 

upper stamp imperf on most of three sides. 

SG.1099 var., CP.PA15a(zc), cat.NZ$750 

(approx. £385). £75-100 
  

174 
 

New Zealand 

1979 $1 scallop shell, mint never hinged vertical 

strip of three from the top of the sheet, the middle 

stamp largely imperforate giving the imperf 

between error, SG.1103a, cat.£500. 

CP.PA19a(y). The ideal example of this error. 

£100-130 
  

175 
 

New Zealand 

2003 40c Christmas issue mint coil strip of 8, with 
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the 6th from leader showing black fern leaf 

omitted error, SG.2649a, cat.£350, Campbell 

Paterson SC45f(y). Accompanied by interesting 

background info. £100-125 
  

176 
 

New Zealand 

2004 self-adhesive Olympics $2 mint, error 

lenticular image inverted, a spectacular modern 

rarity. Accompanied by normal stamp for 

comparison. SG.2730a cat.£2,000. Campbell 

Paterson #S918a(z), cat.NZ$4,000. £500-750 
  

177 
 

Nigeria - Oil Rivers 

1892-94 overprints on QV jubilee types, the set 

complete mint, SG.1/6, cat.£150. Along with the 

Oil Rivers overprinted 1d UPU stationery card 

unused in pristine quality. £30-40 
  

178 
 

Norway 

Mostly used collection on well-filled album pages, 

many good sets and singles, including skilling 

values to 24sk, posthorn skillings, 1878 set, 1907 

2kr small format (SG.129), 1925 polar flight set 

x2, 1930 tourist fund set x2, 1941 'V' ovpts set 

without wmk, 1942 officials set (less 7 ore), 1955 

Norwex ovpt centenary set, etc. Some mixed 

condition on the earlies but generally fine. STC 

£4,500+ £200-250 
  

179 
 

Oman etc. 

Binder with mint never hinged collection of all 

different sets and souvenir sheets of Oman to the 

year 2000, including fairly elusive issues, 

catalogue well over £1,000 all in pristine 

condition. Sundry other items including two Great 

Britain 1935 Silver Jubilee trial/proof booklets 

SG.BB28 (edition #296), cat.£180 the pair. £150-

200 
  

180 
 

Poland 

Fine mint collection in two albums, seems 

virtually complete from 1919 Southern Poland 

issues in Austrian currency through to 1969, with 

lots of good sets and stamps, incl. 1925 national 

fund, 1928 exhibition miniature sheet, 1934 25gr 

ovpt 'gr lower' variety, 1938 Warsaw m/s both 

perf and imperf, 1944 heroes set, 1962 scarce 

skiing miniature sheets set MNH, etc. The 1938 

flight m/s is absent but almost everything else of 

value is here, with a good range of imperf sets. 

Cat. approx. £7,500. £400-500 
  

181 
 

Poland 

Companion to the mint collection, this time used, 

again in two albums though with not quite as 

many high-end items, though does include 1924 

set of ten to 2 million marks, 1938 warsaw 

miniature sheets perf and imperf, 1938 flight m/s, 

1945 revolt against Russia 5z on 25g, etc. Cat. is 

approx. £3,800. £200-250 
  

182 
 

Portugal 

Early assortment of 100s of mostly 19th century 

issues in three well-filled old approval books and 

a stockcard, with good items throughout including 

lots of classic imperfs with some enormous 

margins. We note 1862 100r mint, 1866 set used, 

1867 to 240r, 1870 straight label 1000r mint and 

used, 1882 500r black fine used, 1894 to 500r, 

etc, etc. An exciting range that needs close 

inspection. STC approx. £11,000. £350-400 
  

183 
 

Rhodesia 

1910-13 7/6d double portrait mint, taken as 

cheapest shade carmine and pale blue 

(SG.160b) but could be far better. Minimum cat. 

£650. A beauty. £80-100 
  

184 
 

Romania 

Good collection of several hundred mint and used 

stamps in a springback album, loaded with 

classics with some beautiful postmarks, 1862/64 

issues incl. 30pa blue laid handstruck type mint, 

printed 3pa, 6pa and 30pa used, the 6pa also 

with tete-beche and turned sideways pairs mint, 

etc., interesting 1865 Prince Cuza heads, 

followed by dozens of Prince Carol imperfs with 

lots of shades, incl. 1866/67 coloured paper types 

range mint and used, 1868/70 shades used to 
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18b (5), 1869 'no beard' issues to 50b red and 

blue shades used, 'bearded' low values mint and 

to 50b used with large margins. Also plenty of 

better 20th century with 1903 post office set 

mixed mint and used, welfare funds, 1906 

exhibiton mint to 75b and top vals used, etc, the 

later issues generally very fresh mint incl. 

1939/40 souvenir sheets and back of the book. 

Please inspect. High catalogue. £450-500 
  

185 
 

Sierra Leone 

19th century mint and used collection on one and 

a half Imperial album pages, including 1859 

SG.1-3 used, 1872-76 various watermarks and 

perfs to 1/- used, 1884-91 set mint, etc, through 

to 1897 ‘postage and revenue’ overprints (3). 

STC approx. £740. £60-80 
  

186 
 

United States 

1902 $2 deep blue Madison, perf 12, mint. Cat. 

£1,100. £60-80 
  

187 
 

United States 

Mint plate block collection in six volumes, with 

hundreds of blocks to 1970s, incomplete on the 

earlier issues but well-filled later on, through to 

the 1970s. Also three sheet files of mint 

multiples. Please inspect. £250-300 
  

188 
 

Vatican City 

1952 Stamp Centenary miniature sheet, mint 

never hinged. Cat. £450. £40-50 
  

189 
 

Yugoslavia 

1949 Railway Centenary miniature sheets imperf 

and perf, both mint never hinged. The imperf with 

minuscule natural gum skip mentioned for 

accuracy. SG.MS633Ab/Bb, cat. £450. £40-60 
  

190 
 

Yugoslavia 

Collection on well-filled album pages, from 

forerunners of 1918 to about 1935, with a range 

of SHS ovpts, the 1919 ovpts on Franz Josef set 

mint (cat. £100) and good sets of the 1920s and 

'30s in very fresh quality incl. 1923 'Kraljevina' top 

values signed (SG.192/3, cat. £230), 1924 King 

Alexander set to 30d, 1926 Danube flood 

surcharges set, 1928 'xxxx' ovpts to 15d brown 

(SG.233/240, cat. £325), etc. £75-100 
  

191 
 

Yugoslavia 

Comprehensive collection 1918-'69 in a hefty 

KaBe album (hingeless after 1920), generally 

mint with much never hinged from 1921 onwards. 

Highlights include 1918 invalid ovpts SG.19/20, 

1918 newspaper ovpts SG.50/52, 1919 scarce 

50h, 1918 harvesters to 10kr incl. 50f SG.60 

used, 1919 Croatia postage due set, 1934 games 

sets, 1943 foundation miniature sheet, etc. Lots 

of good sets, signatures on many of the better 

early overprints. Stated to catalogue over £6,000. 

£300-400 
  

192 
 

Great Britain 

An exhilarating mint and used collection housed 

in a boxed SG hingeless album, from the same 

collector as the British Commonwealth Lots 107, 

117, 163 and 164. Among the highlights here is 

an extraordinary block of five 1840 2d blue with 

number '12' in Maltese cross cancels, with 

catalogue £90,000 as singles. The extreme lower 

right stamp is completely sound with huge 

margins on two of the outside edges having 

benefitted from the irregular spacing of the 

impressions. The two stamps on the left side are 

badly damaged and the central stamp is repaired, 

among other lesser faults, but that is somewhat 

academic since this must be one of the largest 

multiples of this rarity in existence - a thrilling relic 

of the early penny post. The collection continues 

with an attractive embossed 1/- green, 1867 10d 

brown cds and 5/- wmk Maltese cross with neat 

central cds (small thin), the mint/unused starting 

with 1872 4d vermilion plate 13 and 1878 6d grey 

plate 16, 1881 3d rose plate 20 mint (cat. £900), 

1883 3d on 3d lilac mint (cat.£650), 1883-84 

lilac/greens with mint range incl. 6d (cat.£625) 

and the high values with perfection on the 5/- 

crimson (hooded London cds) and 10/- deep ultra 
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(crisp Belfast cds). Then fresh mint Jubilee set 

(cat.£650) and used £1 green (cat.£800), the 

KEVII mint to 1/- and used high values to 10/-, 

the latter again beautiful with unusual small 

format registered cancels, followed by excellent 

KGV from Downey heads to seahorses 1913-19 

mint to 10/-, the PUC £1 used (unobtrusive faults 

from cancelation), all the way through to good 

pre-decimal QEII. The collection goes out as it 

came in, with a bang: the powerful officials 

section including many high-catalogue issues. 

These are all requiring further expertization, 

however in the context of this collection they 

cannot be ruled out. The most promising in our 

opinion are the very attractive used 5/- rose I.R. 

Official with 19/07/1894 Glasgow Accounts 

Branch pmk (cat. £2,500), the Govt. Parcels 9d 

green used (cat.£1,200) and last but not least the 

QV 10d Office of Works mint (cat.£ 7,250). It 

goes without saying that this quite unusual 

collection must be inspected thoroughly. £7,500-

10,000 
  

193 
 

Great Britain 1d Reds 

A carton of imperf and perf penny reds scattered 

over 10 volumes sifted from a chaotic 

accumulation (Lot 1), in need of better 

presentation, yet with plenty of surprises, with 

approx. 1,000 imperf examples including vintage 

plate reconstructions, in stockbooks also often by 

plate, pockets of unusual groups incl. special 

Maltese cross postmarks, over 20 from black 

plates, etc, many four margins occasionally with 

magnificent examples. The perforate issues from 

stars onwards just as numerous if not more so, 

again many laid out by plate number, a large 

group on piece for postmarks incl. green Kilkenny 

spoon on 1850s type, 'more to pay', etc, some 

lovely strikes, the more unusual items including a 

lucky mis-perf pair (1850s type) on piece showing 

error of lettering 'R-I' ... Q-(I)' - a distinct 'R' in 

place of 'P'. From an accumulator with a 

disregard for presenting the best material to best 

advantage, the line-engraved specialist will have 

a field-day exploring this. Highly recommended. 

£150-200 
  

194 
 

Great Britain Line-Engraved 

Line-engraved collection, 150 mint and used 

stamps displayed on cards in a stockbook, the 

used starting with seven penny blacks unchecked 

for plates incl. 3x four-margin examples, 1840 2d 

blue (lower margin in at right, otherwise sound), 

1d red imperfs with distinctive maltese crosses 

incl. Dublin (4 margins), numbers in crosses, 

SG.8 with well-blued paper with good MX strike 

(4 margins), 2d 'lines' four margins imperfs and 

interesting perf issues incl. SG.19 pair and SG.34 

with distinct printing flaw on queen's face, 

followed by a very useful range of the corner 

letters reds and blues incl. SG.45 watermark 

inverted (plate 8). The mint material runs from 

1841 1d red imperf with four margins (SG.8, 

cat.£600) through to corner letters 1d red plates 

incl. pl.100 pair, 2d plates 13-15 (cat.£1,400), and 

study of the rose plates. Condition is mixed, yet 

on the whole well above the average with some 

top-quality items. £850-900 
  

195 
 

Great Britain 

Line-engraved assortment on album leaves and 

stockpages, including interesting imperf reds and 

perf plates to 223 with pl.95, pl.200 and pl.202 

mint (latter creased), 2d plates complete with 

some attractive examples, ½d plates incl. plate 9 

(short corner), imperf 2d lines, some covers, 

mixed condition but generally good. £80-100 
  

196 
 

Great Britain QV 

Collection in 7 Westminster presentation folders, 

used range including sets of plates of the QV 

2rosy mauve and 2½d blue, 4d vermilion and 6d 

types, with potential on the plate 12 possible pale 

chestnut - please check the shade 

(SG.123/124/a?). Also the 1880-81 set and 
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officials to 1/-. Generally bar cancels, catalogue 

well over £6,000. £250-300 
  

197 
 

Great Britain 

Mainly 19th century postal history, 58 items 

including interesting pre-stamp (11) with excellent 

strikes incl. 1733 Bishop mark, penny post, 1820s 

correspondence to Wakefield, etc, even an 1817 

letter to a St. James's boot-maker asking for a 

new pair of Wellington boots - an early mention! 

Then penny black on cover with 'T.P. - Chief 

Office' on reverse, 1d red imperfs incl. 

correspondence from Wales with two of the blue 

cancels just on stamps along with black bars, as 

well as very nice 1/- green embossed cover to 

Florence, 1856 type 1/- to USA, 1862 1/- to Cape 

of Good Hope, etc, etc. Please inspect. £150-200 
  

198 
 

Great Britain, Queen Victoria Mint Range 

85 mint/unused stamps from 1860s to 1890s, 

including 1865 4d vermilion SG.95 plates 9 

(unused), 11 and 12, 1870s 2½d rosy mauve 

plates, 1882 4d plate 18 mint, later issues with 

control letters, jubilees set to 1/- green (x2) with 

extras incl. 4½d corner-pane block of four never 

hinged, as well as officials incl. Office of Works 

first three MNH requiring expertization 

(SG.O31/O33, cat.£1,325 for hinged), plus 

Cyprus ovpts. Catalogue around £7,500 however 

condition varies considerably, please inspect. 

£350-400 
  

199 
 

Great Britain, Queen Victoria Range 

Mostly used range of well over 300 stamps, 

mainly the surface-printed issues, presented on 

cards in a small cover album, an interesting 

variety of material through to telegraphs and 

other back of book. Highlights are more than 45 

regular issues 1/- and over, incl. 2/- blue shades, 

1867 5/- plates, possible 1884 5/- blued paper 

(faults). Also 1883/84 lilac and green sets, 

officials incl. I.R. 6d with deep violet cancel, 

Parcels 1883/6 6d and 9d green, shilling values, 

dot varieties, etc, as well as used in Gibraltar 

group incl. 1854 1d red (SG.Z25), mint/unused 

revenues, telephone stamps, telegraphs incl. 

specimen ovpts, etc. Condition varies, some 

choice cds examples present. Please inspect. 

£450-500 
  

200 
 

Great Britain, KEVII Mint Range 

Mint and mint never hinged range with about 90 

stamps presented on cards in a small cover 

album, the best being the officials with Admiralty 

1½d and 2d (SG.O103/O104, cat. £675) and 

Royal Household ½d unused (SG.O91 cat. 

£375), also Morocco Agencies British currency 

set (SG.31/38, cat. £150) and Spanish currency 

to 2/6d (approx. cat. £140), then the GB regular 

postage lower values with control numbers 

including multiples. £120-150 
  

201 
 

Great Britain, KEVII Used Range 

Over 200 stamps presented on cards in a small 

cover album, including a good range of high 

values of various printings: 2/6d x4, 5/- x6, 10/- 

x2 (faults yet attractive-looking), £1 green ironed 

vertical crease not affecting excellent 

appearance. Lots of other interesting lower 

values, with control numbers, unusual shades, 

multiples, officials, revenues, etc. £250-300 
  

202 
 

Great Britain, KGV Mint and Used Range 

Strong mint and used range of KGV issues with 

well over 400 stamps presented on cards in a 

cover album, highlights including a great showing 

of seahorses with 1913 deep sepia-brown mint (a 

nibbled perf), 1918 Bradbury printings to 10/- mint 

x2 (one set with tone spots), dozens of used incl. 

1913 £1 green attractive example with excellent 

colour and perfs (SG.403, cat. £1,400), Bradbury 

2/6d showing re-entries, etc, then £1 PUC used, 

indistinct parcel cancel, creased perf top right 

corner, as well as plenty of varieties, many 

control numbers etc. on the lower values, incl. 

Downey heads, 1921 Die II 2d orange inverted 
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wmk block of four mint (lower stamps MNH), 

better shades incl. SG.361 mint, 9d olive-green 

shades mint (SG.393a/b, cat. £230), as well as 

further mint seahorses for Nauru to 5/-, Morocco 

Agencies 6fr on 5/- and Irish Provisionals incl. 

Dollard 5/- MNH showing broken foot of '2' not 

listed in SG, pulled perfs upper left. Some mixed 

condition generally in the form of minor perf 

faults, however the overall quality is well above 

average. Please inspect. £750-1,000 
  

203 
 

Great Britain, KGVI and QEII Range 

Over 400 mint/MNH and used stamps presented 

on cards in three small cover albums, good sets 

as well as errors and varieties, KGVI highlights 

are the high value mint sets (some never hinged 

values to £1), 2/6d gashed diadem used 

(SG.476ab, light cds cancels), 10/- dark blue 

used block of four showing both 'broken stem' 

and 'blot on scroll' flaws (SG.478aa/ab, cat. £200 

as singles), mint control number corner blocks of 

6, 1943/47 M.E.F. set mint, etc. Then the QEII 

including 1958 De La Rue 10/- castle MNH 

(SG.538, cat. £225), useful errors incl. Antrim 

missing 'D' in MNH pair with normal (SG.690a), 

Qatar first surcharges set to 10/-, etc. Distinct 

feeling of more to discover here, please inspect. 

£150-170 
  

204 
 

GB Collection 

Several hundred used stamps from line-engraved 

plates to KEVII on quadrille pages in a loose-leaf 

album, first four pages are imperf 1d reds incl. 

MX cancels, through to line-engraved values to 

1/- and the KEVII to 2/6d, along with a few 

interesting covers. Please inspect. £75-100 
  

205 
 

Great Britain Collection in Windsor Albums 

Collection in 7 boxed Windsor albums and four 

working stockbooks, a clear container full, 

starting with penny black on piece, three margins 

yet very attractive with superb whole red MX, 4 

margins 2d lines pair used, useful range of line-

engraved plates and surface-printed, 1/- green 

jubilee with nice strike of Drongan Station oval 

pmk, the mint material strong from KGV onwards, 

incl. KGVI listed flaws in mint blocks, QEII 

constant flaws, lots of booklet panes, etc, running 

through to 2010, with at least £1,400 of good face 

value. Please inspect. £750-1,000 
  

206 
 

Great Britain collection in Windsor Album Plus 

A Windsor album and three old-fashioned 

stockbooks, from the half-tonne estate, with many 

hundreds of 19th and early 20th century stamps, 

generally mixed condition, a very notable 

exception being the PUC £1 which is totally 

sound used with neat and level strike of oval 

Gracechurch St. Registered postmark. The line-

engraved material is extensive and interesting 

incl. 3x penny blacks, two of which are four 

margins, one a beauty though with thin, also 

several 1d red numbers in cross, the best quality 

stamp also having the best strike, as well as 

imperf 2d lines pair, later reds and blues by plate, 

lots of surface-printed plates incl. 2/- blue shades, 

the odd nice cds, SG.141 plate 12 on 1879 cover 

to Denmark, etc. The third stockbook with a 

useful range of mint incl. 2/6d seahorse. Also 

unused 2d Mulready, used 10/- ultramarine, £1 

brown 'crowns', 1891 £1 green and KEVII 10/- 

two types, all space-fillers of varying degrees. 

Please inspect. £400-450 
  

207 
 

Great Britain 

Used collection housed in an Amber loose-leaf 

album, 1840 to 1940s, starting with a nice range 

of line-engraved incl. two penny blacks (one just 

short of four margins), 1d red imperfs with worn-

plate example, another on blued paper with large 

margins, perf reds incl. 'stars' tied on piece by 

Hull spoon cancel, etc, then some superb cds 

surface-printed, 2/- blue with light pmk, some 

less-usual cancels, attractive 1884 2/6d and 5/-, 

through to much Edward VII to 5/- types, a useful 

range of officials, highly presentable KGV 
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seahorses, etc, etc. From the same collector as 

the British Commonwealth in eleven albums (Lot 

83). £350-400 
  

208 
 

Great Britain 1840-2020 

Extensive collection from 1840 to 2020 in a Large 

Carton, the main collection in 11 volumes starting 

with penny black in presentation folder, three nice 

margins and just in along frame upper-right, neat 

light red MX cancel, further line-engraved in 

stockbook, through to recent issues with sets 

parallel mint and used, plus prestige booklets to 

2005 and FDCs to 2007. Accompanied by further 

box of 5 vols. with worldwide collection of 1000s 

in stockbooks well-organised by country including 

some useful earlier material, China, Persia, etc, 

as well as 100s of cigarette cards with WWI 

recruitment series, photographic examples, etc. 

GB face value over £550. £350-400 
  

209 
 

Great Britain and Worldwide 

Seven albums in one carton with strong GB, a 

few vintage schoolboy collections with an 

interesting range of 19th century to mid-20th 

issues, however the main event is a boxed SG 

22-ring album with neatly presented GB including 

attractive and sound four-margin 1d black with 

neat red MX, 2d blue imperf 'lines' four-margins 

with black MX and strong re-entry at 'O' of 'TWO' 

(cat.£275 just for MX), as well as a mint perf 2d 

blue plate 9 (cat.£350, o.g. not guaranteed), then 

KGVI 10/- dark blue broken stem flaw MNH 

(cat.£275), through to QEII defins mint incl. 

castles high value types, pre-decimal to £1 and 

early decimal to £5 with specialised Machins. 

Close inspection recommended. £300-350 
  

210 
 

Great Britain 

A small carton with 1840-1960s collection in three 

loose-leaf albums incl. 2x penny blacks, one with 

margins all round except at UR corner, minor 

abrasions, the other a space-filler, then imperf 

reds incl. blue MX, 2d blue lines imperf and perf, 

the latter with all plates, halfpenny and 1d plates 

to 222, etc, as well as a useful range of line-

engraved incl. the 1883 high vals trio (the 10/- 

with two short perfs), later nice cds examples, 

officials, etc. Further material in cigar boxes, 

envelopes and folders incl. 19th century postal 

history, KGVI and early QEII FDCs, 1960s mint 

blocks and sheets, presentation packs, local 

Harmby/Leyburn correspondence KGVI/QEII. etc. 

Please inspect thoroughly. £200-250 
  

211 
 

Great Britain QV-QEII Mint Collection 

Well over 1500 stamps in a loose-leaf album and 

stockbook, the QV with 1d red stars and plate 

numbers, KEVII to 1/- shades, KGV Downey 

heads, many controls numbers KGV to KGVI, £1 

brown and £1 silver wedding, etc. Quality varies 

on earlier issues. Please inspect. £100-150 
  

212 
 

Great Britain 

Collector's balance in three volumes, thousands 

of mostly used stamps on cards and album 

pages, the vast majority QV to KGV including a 

binder of line-engraved with several hundred 1d 

reds imperfs through to perf 'stars' and plate 

numbers to 223 incl. partial platings written-up on 

leaves. Also noted in 19th century an 1868 cover 

from Aberdeen to Hamilton, 'Canada West' with 

strip of three 6d lilac plate 6 (SG.104), the stamps 

somewhat dulled and cover with faults at edges, 

then many 1890s issues to 1/-, with superb cds 

towns on the 9d of Saltcoats and Ladybank and 

postmark groups incl. triangular types. Also 

officials, revenues, Londonderry railway stamp, 

etc. The KGV also with Irish provisional ovpts, 

Morocco Agencies, revenues, etc. Mixed 

condition £150-200 
  

213 
 

GB Used Collection in Windsor Albums 

A carton with nine clean Windsor albums for 

issues from 1840 to 2017, the later volumes 

empty but with mounts added, the volumes to 

2004 generally well-filled including two penny 
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blacks and 1840 2d blue all with faults, useful 

range of penny red plates and surface-printed 

incl. 10/- ultramarine, cds 1884 6d green and 

1887 1/- green etc. Mixed condition. Also FDCs 

1963-2010 in 9 cover albums. Please inspect. 

£100-120 
  

214 
 

Great Britain 

Collection in eleven volumes, including two SG 

hingeless albums for mint and another two for 

used (2x vol. 3 are empty), with further useful 

material in stockbooks and a loose-leaf album. 

We note much QV line-engraved incl. perf 2d 

blue pl.15 unused, 10d embossed (thin yet 

decent appearance), surface-printed to 10/- x2 

used (small faults), 1867 5/- pl.2, 1881 5d indigo 

mint (v. small faults), mint KEVII to 1/- and used 

to 2/6d, seahorses to 10/- used, through to much 

early QEII to explore, as well as good range of 

officials and other back of the book. Please 

inspect. £250-300 
  

215 
 

Great Britain Collection 

Two albums and a box, including 1840 penny 

black on cover, 3 good margins and rich red MX, 

showing dot below lower right corner constant 

variety, also 1841 2d blue pair tied on cover by 

clear '12' in cross cancels, the pair with clear to 

maximum margins all round save lower left side, 

as well as other useful QV and KEVII, the mint 

with extremely vibrant colours. The rest is mainly 

represented by FDCs, virtually all accompanied 

by the mint sets, the later years ie. 1990s to 

about 2002 loose, denominations up to £10, total 

face value at least £200. £200-250 
  

216 
 

Great Britain Definitives 

Definitive Enthusiast's Collection, housed in 

seven volumes, well-presented and written-up, 

with the definitives in green albums and 

commems in the red. Starting in 1840 with 8x 

penny blacks, ranging in quality to sound four 

margins though most have few margins or with 

faults, further line-engraved includes four margin 

1841 reds with interesting flaws, 2d blues incl. '8 

in cross', perf issues incl. four corner letters 1d 

red and 2d blue plates complete (the pl.225 with 

clipped perfs at right lower edge), followed by 

surface-printed with useful cds examples, 2/- 

blue, range of jubilees mint and complete used, 

followed by good range of KEVII and early KGV 

varieties mint and used, through to QEII with the 

better phosphor sets both MNH and used as well 

as a good survey of Wildings and Machins with 

mint denominations to £10 incl. various printings 

of the castles, etc. The companion to Lot 307. 

£550-600 
  

217 
 

Great Britain 

Machin extravaganza in two cartons, almost 

entirely mint housed in nine binders plus three 

filing boxes of quadrille album pages with detailed 

write-up, the latter appearing intact with in-depth 

pages of varieties and errors, high values in 

blocks, etc. The other books similarly 

comprehensive for the values studied, with 

cylinder blocks (two vols), booklet panes (three 

vols), regional cylinder blocks (three volumes) 

and coils. Significant face value, certainly over 

£1,000. Accompanied by the British Decimal 

Stamp Study Circle GUIDEC publications in four 

volumes. Highly recommended lot for the 

definitive specialist. £500-750 
  

218 
 

Great Britain, Machins 

Accumulation from the half-tonne estate, many 

hundreds of stamps in a few volumes and loose 

in files, with a core stockbook with mainly pre-

decimal mint including a couple of interesting 

errors. Please inspect. £50-60 
  

219 
 

Great Britain, 20th Century Collection 

Mint never hinged collection written-up on pages 

in 7 binders, from the half-tonne estate, a solid 

run from 1940s to 1999, though the collector saw 

fit to fix the mounts upside-down so a handful of 
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stamps have fallen out. Includes (all MNH) 1948 

silver wedding £1, 1951 high values set to £1 

brown, etc. Later values to £10 Britannia and with 

1st class booklets and blocks. Face value at least 

£300. £150-170 
  

220 
 

Great Britain 

Extensive assorted QEII in two cartons including 

much unmounted mint, a good range on pages 

1958-73 incl. sideways and inverted watermarks, 

coin covers with £5 and many 100s FDCs loosed 

and in 10 small binders to mid-2000s, as well as 

some booklets. Please inspect. £100-150 
  

221 
 

GB and Commonwealth 

Accumulation in three stockbooks and a wallet, 

including GB with small book of 1d reds, then the 

large red stockbook with QV 1883/4 2/6d (cds) 

and 5/- sound used, KEVII 2/6d and 5/- x2 each, 

one of the 5/- being very attractive cds, also 

seahorses, 1924 Wembley set mint, KGVI 1942 

2/6d brown mint, £1 block of four used, 1948 £1 

wedding MNH, 1951 high value set MNH, etc, 

and likely some better QEII to investigate. The 

Commonwealth in two blue volumes neatly 

organised from Aden to Zanzibar, with lots of 

useful mint material incl. 1935 silver jubilee and 

1948 wedding sets, Offices in Levant seahorses 

used, 19th century to explore, etc. Please 

inspect. £150-175 
  

222 
 

Great Britain 

Stockbook of Unmounted Mint, in sets from 1924 

to 1996, incl. 1924 Exhibition, 1948 Silver 

Wedding, etc. with virtually complete commems 

1935 onwards, as well as high-values-only defins 

to £10. At least £180 face value alone. Top 

quality throughout. £90-100 
  

223 
 

GB and Channel Islands 

Collection in three albums and a stockbook: SG 

Jersey/Guernsey album mint with few empty 

spaces to 1980s, and Great Britain in two albums, 

a few 19th century, the main strength in mint QEII 

with face values to £5, solid Machins, booklets, 

etc, as well as a plastic wallet with further new 

issues of Channel Islands and GB to about 1999. 

£100-120 
  

224 
 

Great Britain and Channel Islands 

Sixteen volumes filling a grocer's box, with 

Windsor album with fresh unused pages except a 

few penny reds and QEII in clear mounts, GB 

FDCs, Stanley Gibbons albums for 

Guernsey/Jersey and Isle of Man reasonably 

well-filled with mint sets, as well as five small 

Guernsey Post Office albums of presentation 

packs with sets and m/s to 1993. £70-100 
  

225 
 

Great Britain, Estate Balance 

The balance of the half-tonne estate, an oversize 

carton and two clear tubs, with 28 volumes and 

loose, many thousands of stamps from classics 

to modern, the albums including Devon from 1d 

black onwards, an old Windsor largely unused 

and clean, a large stockbook crammed with pre-

decimal mint, also noted line-engraved postal 

history, lots of seahorses incl. 2/6d mint, 5/- cds 

shades through to re-engraved sets including 

matched 'STC' perfin pairs, etc. The loose pages 

and auction cards mainly filling one of the tubs, 

again from penny black onwards, through to QEII 

errors, etc. There is a certainty of finds to be 

made in this highly disorganised accumulation. 

Thorough inspection advised. £600-800 
  

226 
 

Great Britain to 2020 in Five Cartons 

From the island enthusiast's estate, virtually 

complete MNH issues from mid-1960s to 2020 in 

ten Lindner hingeless albums, some useful 

material pre-1960, a few later issues lacking 

certain formats like m/s for total completion. 

Further volumes of presentation packs etc, and 

over 40 volumes of FDCs to 2017. Face value 

alone for 1990 onwards will be well in excess of 

£2,700. £1,250-1,500 
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227 
 

Yorkshire Dales Postal History Collection 

Over 130 covers and postcards beautifully 

displayed and written-up in four albums 

representing many decades of keen collecting, 

from 18th century to George V, almost half are 

Wensleydale, the earliest a 1739 entire from 

Middleton to London with 'BE DALL' (Bedale) and 

13th July Bishop's mark postmarks, further 

Bishop's marks including on 1750 and 1774 

Skipton letters, scarce 'Richmond Yorkshire' 

straight line along with double circle 'NO.1.90' 

(1790), as well as red crowned circle pmks incl. 

1835 free cover from Lord Cleveland with 

unusual boxed '(Paid?) Rate 2' and Bedale 

backstamp, various types of Penny Post straight 

line types incl. excellent Leyburn strikes. Some 

very attractive imperf 1d red covers here, plus a 

wonderful range of early postcards to illustrate 

the locations, even sections of parcel labels (not 

included in count). A really lovely collection. 

£400-500 
  

228 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d Black, stated as plate 8 F-I, unused with 

partial original gum, a very good-looking four-

margin example, however there is a hardly 

perceptible fine blade cut from upper middle to 

centre of stamp. A magnificent space-filler! £100-

150 
  

229 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black unused, four margins, possibly 

original gum, requiring expertization and not 

guaranteed by us as mint. Presented in a 

Westminster folder. £1,000-1,100 
  

230 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black, stated as plate 1a, four margins, 

tied on piece by red MX. £100-120 
  

231 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black, plate 1a tied on piece by red MX, 

margins all round save possibly the extreme 

corner upper left, an attractive example of the 

grey-black. £80-95 
  

232 
 

Great Britain 

1840 penny grey-black pl. 1a, worn plate, four 

even margins and red MX, on unusual thick 

paper. £120-150 
  

233 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black, plate 1a H-D, four margins of 

which three very large, with most of a red 

Maltese cross strike. £100-120 
  

234 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black, stated as plate 1a, thin spot yet 

excellent looking with large margins all round and 

neat red Maltese cross. £50-70 
  

235 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black tied on cover by multiple red MX 

cancels, somewhat blurred, along with good 

strike of red Tenby cds. The stamp stated as 

plate 1b with quite large and level margins all 

round. £110-130 
  

236 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black, four margins large nearly all 

round, tied on piece by centrally struck red MX 

unusually under-inked in centre leaving queen's 

profile clear. £110-130 
  

237 
 

Great Britain 

1840 penny black, possibly grey-black, plate 2, 

four good margins and very neat red MX cancel. 

£100-150 
  

238 
 

Great Britain 

1840 penny black, plate 2, excellent four-

margined example with crisp strike of the black 

MX. £90-120 
  

239 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black, stated as plate 3, four margins 

(large on two sides), red Maltese cross cancel. 

£80-90 
  

240 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black, stated as plate 4, four margins, on 
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piece with red MX, the upper left margin with 

contemporary ink stain. £80-100 
  

241 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black on cover, plate 4, check-letters Q-

C, four margins example with black MX, on 1841 

cover from Glasgow to Pitlochry, with red cds 

marks on reverse. £100-120 
  

242 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black, stated to be plate 5, extremely 

fine with four generous margins, especially 

below. With fairly neat black MX. £120-140 
  

243 
 

Great Britain 

1840 penny black, plate 6 state 1, very attractive 

used example with four margins and rich red MX. 

£100-150 
  

244 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black, plate 8, fine red Maltese cross. 

£100-120 
  

245 
 

Great Britain 

1840 1d black on cover, stated as plate 8, with 

four good margins and faint but clear red MX. 

Fold in centre of cover far from the stamp. £100-

120 
  

246 
 

Great Britain 

1840 penny black plate 8, three margins, tied on 

cover front by black MX cancel. £60-70 
  

247 
 

Great Britain 

1840 2d blue, stated as plate 2, fine four margins 

(large at bottom) with black MX. £100-120 
  

248 
 

Great Britain 

1841 2d. blue imperf with '12' in Maltese cross 

cancel (SG.14f), margins clear to large except at 

lower right, a nice-looking example. Cat.£550. 

£50-75 
  

249 
 

Great Britain 

1841 2d blue 'lines' (SG.14) strip of four with 

margins on two sides, on opened-out entire 

(faults) to Hull with black crown and blue arrival 

cds postmarks, along with 1d red deeply blued 

with three wide margins, tied by the same 

numeral 17 cancel on neat cover to Newcastle 

also with nice transit and arrival marks. The blue 

strip cat. £620 for single on cover and three off-

cover singles. £50-75 
  

250 
 

Great Britain 

Line-engraved group, including 1840 penny 

blacks: one three margins (two very large) with 

bold red MX, three-margin and four-margin 1d 

blacks and two-margins and four-margin 2d blues 

with unobtrusive faults, 1d reds from superb 

blued imperf to never hinged stars blued and 

never hinged pl.200 strip of three. £300-350 
  

251 
 

Great Britain 1840/41 group 

Line-Engraved Issues and Mulready, removed 

from Westminster plastic cases: 1840 penny 

black with margins all round except along frame 

at lower right tablet, otherwise sound with 

indistinct red MX. 1840 2d blue attractive bright 

shade with four margins and strong black MX. 

Further 1840 1d black and 2d blue 3 margins, the 

penny with corner fault, as well as 2d blue lines 

four margins and rich colour. The 1d black 

Mulready envelope used at Hereford, usual 

faults, in Westminster folder. £200-250 
  

252 
 

Great Britain 

19th century range with 1d black lacking lower 

margin otherwise sound, 1/- embossed lacking 

top frame line but very presentable, along with 

other line-engraved and surface-printed to 1881 

5d indigo cds. £70-90 
  

253 
 

Great Britain 

1840 penny blacks (12) and 2d blue. Of the 

blacks, five are on cover and one large-part cover 

with all being at least three margins, also a very 

attractive four-margin example with red MX and 

four-margin very close but clear at left with black 

MX both from plate 6, as well as plates 9 and 10 

examples, etc. The 2d blue in at top right but 

showing part of adjoining stamp at bottom, with 
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excellent strike of Dublin Maltese cross in black. 

£550-600 
  

254 
 

Great Britain 

1848-54, 10d embossed, a clean example with 

two clear margins and just into frame on the other 

sides, tied on piece by London district and French 

transit postmarks. SG.57, cat.£1,500. £150-200 
  

255 
 

Great Britain 

1847 embossed 1/- green, with margins clear all 

round and generous on three sides, neatly tied on 

12/12/1852 cover from Musselburgh (Scotland) to 

New York by barred numeral cancel along with 

clear additional postmarks incl. red '5 cents' and 

'Paid'. Vertical folds well clear of stamp. SG.54, 

cat.£1,900. Housed in Westminster presentation 

folder. £200-250 
  

256 
 

Great Britain 

1847-54 embossed set, SG.55, 57, 60, attractive 

used examples, the 6d die 1 with partial wmk 

(inverted) at lower edge. Cat.£3,500. £250-300 
  

257 
 

Great Britain Penny Red 'stars' Reconstruction 

1850s 1d red 'stars' attempted sheet 

reconstruction, with only 30 positions to 

complete. Plus cigar box of loose 1d red stars 

and plate numbers, 100s on and off paper, mixed 

condition. £100-150 
  

258 
 

Great Britain 

1858 2d blue (SG.45) plate 12 attractively used 

on cover from London to Liverpool. Horizontal 

fold at lower edge of stamp not detracting. 

Approx cat. £450 based on ratio for lowest value 

plate. £50-70 
  

259 
 

Great Britain Penny Red Plates 

Set of Queen Victoria penny red plates organised 

and labelled on stockpages, plates 71 to 223 

(less 77), in generally above average condition 

with the odd cds postmark. £60-80 
  

260 
 

Great Britain Penny Red Plate Reconstruction 

A reconstruction of plate 111, near completion 

(237 stamps, ie. only three empty positions), in 

well above average condition including a few 

multiples, several cds, very few noticeable faults. 

£90-120 
  

261 
 

Great Britain 

1870 halfpenny rose-red (SG.48), a very decent 

used example of the elusive plate 9, bar-

cancelled, no faults. Cat.£700. £75-100 
  

262 
 

Great Britain 

1856 1/- green (SG.72) unused with disturbed 

gum, neatly trimmed former wing-margin at right, 

nevertheless a collectable example. Cat.£3,250. 

£100-150 
  

263 
 

Great Britain 

1860s-'70s surface-printed postal history, group 

of six covers to France or Switzerland with single 

frankings to 6d and a couple of combos incl. 1865 

4d vermilion plate 9 with 1d red plate 103. Total 

cat. £780+. £80-100 
  

264 
 

Great Britain used in Egypt 

1862 9d bistre, (SG.86), wing-margin example 

used on pink cover 'via Marseille' to Scotland, 

with the 'B02' bar cancel and Suez cds, very light 

stains and other small cover faults yet a very 

attractive colour combination! Cat. £300 for 

SG.Z71 off-cover. £40-60 
  

265 
 

Great Britain 

Great Britain, 1878 6d grey, SG.147 plate 16 mint 

pair with wing margin at left (in which corner 

crease), some pulled perfs, good colour and 

gum. Cat.£1000 for singles. £100-150 
  

266 
 

Great Britain 

1867 10d brown SG.112, most attractive used 

example with superb Risca (Wales) cds. 1999 

RPS certificate. Cat.£400. £80-100 
  

267 
 

Great Britain 

1867 2/- dull blue with specimen overprint 

(SG.118s), negligible gum and tone spots. 

Cat.£600. £40-50 
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268 
 

Great Britain 

1867 5/- rose plate 1, wmk. Maltese cross 

(SG.126), used with Falmouth cds strikes. Two 

shortened perfs at lower right otherwise sound. 

Cat.£675. £70-80 
  

269 
 

Great Britain 

1867 5/- rose plate 2, overprinted 'specimen', 

SG.127s, cat. £1,700. Very attractive quality. 

£200-250 
  

270 
 

Great Britain 

1876 4d plate 15 imperf colour trial in chestnut 

brown (the issued stamp sage-green SG.153), on 

gummed paper watermarked large garter. Fresh 

colour. £30-40 
  

271 
 

Great Britain 

1870 6d mauve, plate 9, SG.109, lovely wing-

margin block of six with Liverpool - Water St. 

2/23/'72 cds postmarks. A most attractive 

multiple, completely without fault including perfect 

perfs and rich colour. Cat.£540 as singles. £80-

100 
  

272 
 

Great Britain 

1878 10/- greenish grey, SG.128 used, with usual 

somewhat heavy cancel, otherwise completely 

sound without notable faults. Cat.£3,200. £300-

350 
  

273 
 

Great Britain 

1878 £1 brown-lilac, SG.129, used with clear 

Lombard Street squared circle postmark, 1.5mm 

fine blade cut at top centre, extremely faint 

horizontal impression just below centre from 

possible ironed crease, otherwise sound with 

generally very good perforations. A highly 

presentable example. Cat. £4,500. £450-500 
  

274 
 

Great Britain 

1882 £5 orange, SG.137, highly presentable 

used example without faults, blue crayon cancel 

partially cleaned, with Glasgow cds. Cat.£3,500. 

£750-1,000 
  

275 
 

Great Britain 

1883 10/- greenish grey, plate 1, on white paper 

(SG.135) used with usual heavy cancels here 

leaving the queen's profile clear. Rounded lower 

right corner. Very nicely centred for this issue. 

Cat.£4,000. £350-450 
  

276 
 

Great Britain 

1880/81 mint set, SG.164/169, the halfpenny with 

both shades as well as 'specimen' overprint never 

hinged. A few minor faults. Cat.£1,390. £150-200 
  

277 
 

Great Britain 

1883 2/6d lilac on blued paper (SG.175) used, 

verified to the pre- white paper period by fine 

London hooded cds of 8/1/'84 (stated in SG spec. 

as not printed on white paper until 1885). 

Unobtrusive thin spot not affecting appearance. 

Cat.£1,500. £100-150 
  

278 
 

Great Britain 

1883-84 2/6d lilac, mint, unmounted but possibly 

re-gummed, nevertheless very fresh appearance. 

SG.178, cat.£600. £80-120 
  

279 
 

Great Britain 

1884 5/- crimson (SG.181) mint, ironed diagonal 

crease visible from front, still attractive with good 

colour. Cat.£975. £80-100 
  

280 
 

Great Britain 

1883-84 10/- ultramarine SG.183, superb used 

example with centrally struck Finsbury Square 

cds, rich colour. cat.£525. £90-130 
  

281 
 

Great Britain 

1883 high values 2/6d to 10/- mint, unobtrusive 

tone spots/hinge remains, yet fresh appearance. 

£400-450 
  

282 
 

Great Britain 

1884-85 high values trio on white paper (SG.178. 

180. 183), all cds used. Small faults. Minimum 

cat.£935. £50-60 
  

283 
 

Great Britain 

1883-84 high values mint, the set on white paper 
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with both shades of the 10/- ultramarine, SG.178, 

180, 183, 183a. A few minor gum issues not 

detracting from the great appearance of the four. 

Total cat. £6,450. £650-750 
  

284 
 

Great Britain 

1883-84 high values, used set of three, wonderful 

cds cancels on the 2/6d (Rotherham) and 10/- 

(Bradford), the 5/- with fairly light bar cancel. The 

10/- with unusually rich ultramarine shade, 

horizontal crease only barely visible in left margin 

from the front and not detracting from the great 

visual appeal. SG.179, 180, 183, total cat. 

£1,000. £150-200 
  

285 
 

Great Britain 

1884 £1 brown-lilac, wmk crowns, SG.185, used 

with centrally-placed High Holborn cds and parcel 

cancel. Date endorsement in upper margin in 

faint pen, repaired, or at least ironed former 

heavy creases vertically in the centre and one 

corner. Highly presentable nonetheless. Cat. 

£3,000. £150-200 
  

286 
 

Great Britain 

1884 £1 brown-lilac 'Crowns', highly presentable 

used example of this classic with the usual heavy 

cancels, clear of the Queen's profile. Entirely 

sound save a trivial 2mm crease in the extreme 

top-right corner. SG.185, cat.£3,000. £400-500 
  

287 
 

Great Britain 

1888 £1 brown-lilac 'Orbs', SG.186 used, with 

squarely struck railway postmark and cds 

(Sheffield?), small oil/thin spot at top centre, the 

odd shortish perf at bottom otherwise sound with 

good colour, not easy to find better. Cat.£4,500. 

£550-600 
  

288 
 

Great Britain 

1884 1lilac SG.188 mint never hinged, couple of 

minutely nibbled perfs at right hardly detracting. 

cat.£125 for hinged. £30-40 
  

289 
 

Great Britain 

1884 1/- green mint, SG.196, very lightly hinged, 

cat.£1,600. £120-160 
  

290 
 

Great Britain 

1883-84 lilac and green set used, all with cds 

postmarks and sound. Sg.187/196, cat. £1,600. 

£150-175 
  

291 
 

Great Britain 

1887-1900 jubilees complete mint, a very clean 

set. Housed in a Jubilee Mint presentation folder 

(transferred to stockcard for easier viewing). 

SG.197/211, 213/124, cat.£650. £100-130 
  

292 
 

Great Britain 

1887-1900 Jubilee set used with selected 

centrally-struck cds postmarks including Leyburn 

on the 1/- green and carmine. Cat.£380 without 

consideration of the premium. £40-50 
  

293 
 

Great Britain 

1887-92 Jubilee to £1, used set all with cds 

postmarks, especially the 1/- green and carmine 

with Ripon pmk. The £1 green with small 

registration cancels, lower-right corner crease 

and repaired tear right upper edge, still a very 

collectable example. SG.197-214, min. cat. 

£1,250. £100-150 
  

294 
 

Great Britain 

1891 £1 green SG.212, used with Belfast cds, 

immaculate perfs and completely without faults. 

Two signatures on reverse. Cat.£800. £170-200 
  

295 
 

Great Britain 

1891 £1 green overprinted 'specimen', SG.212s, 

cat.£1100. Diagonal crease at right and tone 

spots showing slightly at top edge, nevertheless a 

presentable example. £100-120 
  

296 
 

Great Britain Revenues 

Revenues: QV Foreign Bills, page of 16 different 

values in magenta and violet from 1d to £5. Minor 

faults. £30-40 
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297 
 

Great Britain, KEVII Mint Range 

41 stamps to 10/- ultramarine, various printings 

and different shades to investigate, approx. 

minimum catalogue as cheapest types £3,000. 

Very few minor faults, the 2/6d unused, the 5/- 

and 10/- very attractive, bends not detracting 

from appearance, the 10/- with unusual irregular 

perforations vertically, presumably from faulty 

machine. £300-350 
  

298 
 

Great Britain 

1902-13, KEVII used set to £1 green, variable 

postmarks, the stamps absolutely sound. Min. 

cat. all as cheapest types £1975. £200-225 
  

299 
 

Great Britain 

1913 9d deep plum and blue SG.307a, 

impressive superb cds block of nine, Thankerton 

(Lanarkshire, Scotland) 17/11//'13 postmarks, 

superb quality and very infrequently seen in this 

large a multiple, cat.£540 as singles. £120-150 
  

300 
 

Great Britain, 1905 Vaccination Certificate, 

1905 Vaccination Certificate, King Edward VII 

green stationery document, printed address in 

red, the form filled, signed and dated, not put 

through the post. A scarce item of GB postal 

stationery and a resonant document of the 

campaign against smallpox, with contents under 

heading 'the Vaccination Acts, 1867 to 1898 - 

Notice of the Requirement of Vaccination'. £30-

40 
  

301 
 

Great Britain 

Mint seahorses group, with 1913 Waterlow 5/- 

(SG.401, cat. £625) very well-centred and 

attractive despite horizontal crease, 1918 

Bradbury/Wilkinson 2/6d and 5/- (both with 

nibbled perfs at top), and 2x 1934 2/6d re-

engraved. Total cat. £1,270. £80-100 
  

302 
 

Great Britain 

1929 PUC 1d scarlet, handstamped 'cancelled' 

type 33, cat. £650. £80-100 
  

303 
 

Great Britain 

1929 £1 UPU (SG.438) used with light registered 

cancels, not very noticeable slightly shortened 

perfs at left lower edge, a very decent example. 

Cat. £550. £120-150 
  

304 
 

Great Britain 

QEII 'cancelled' handstamps on 1963 Cable 

(unused) and 1964 Shakespeare top three values 

MNH, total cat. £885. Scarce. £140-180 
  

305 
 

Great Britain 

1968 Paintings 4d error vermilion omitted, 

SG.771b, in MNH horizontal pair, cat. £1,400 as 

singles. £300-350 
  

306 
 

Great Britain New Issues 

Extensive and weighty accumulation in three 

military-style containers, two large and one 

smaller. The vast majority is mint in the 2000s, 

the presentation packs collected to at least 2019, 

along with what appears to be solid runs of 

'smiler' sheets, prestige booklets and special 1st 

class booklets, with no duplication noticed. The 

FDCs a minor section in four albums to 2006. 

Most is in Royal Mail binders including two 

volumes of numismatic covers. A few fresh Royal 

Mail albums and other accessories for 

continuation. Face value will be well in excess of 

£4,500, probably approaching £5,000. £2,000-

2,500 
  

307 
 

Great Britain Definitives 

Definitive enthusiast's FDC and mint 

accumulation, a good run of FDCs and 

presentation packs from pre-decimal to at least 

2011 in 17 cover albums, green for defins and 

red for commems, with additional loose material 

to at least 2017 in a further carton. The collection 

incorporates booklets from KEVIII through to lots 

of prestige issues. Face value alone will be well 

in excess of £2,000. The companion to Lot 216. 

£1,000-1,250 
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308 
 

Great Britain Presentation and Year Packs 

From a half-tonne estate, two cartons (one 

oversize) containing 10 albums and 20 commem 

yearbooks to 2000 as well as containing a wine-

box with hundreds of loose packs to 2007. Issues 

from pre-decimal onwards. Face value will 

exceed £1,800. £750-850 
  

309 
 

Great Britain 

11 Post Office albums containing a good run of 

FDCs and booklets from 1937 to late 2010, 

comprehensive in the later years with m/s, 

regionals, etc, also occasional presentation 

packs, the booklets from intact 1935 jubilee 

onwards, as well as a solid volume of 'smiler' 

sheets to 2005 incl. 2000 Christmas sheets. Mint 

face value at least £950, of which the vast 

majority is in 1st class. £500-600 
  

310 
 

Great Britain FDCs and New Issues 

A large carton of FDCs and new issues to 2004, 

one lady's collection assembled via the post 

office new issue service with seven albums of 

FDCs to 2004 (latest year or two loose), two 

volumes and a shoebox of mint to 2004, the vast 

majority in gutter pairs including the se-tenant 1st 

class blocks of twenty. Face value will exceed 

£1100. £450-500 
  

311 
 

Great Britain FDC and PHQ Hoard 

Hoard from the half-tonne estate, filling eight 

large tubs (plus 9th small tub), issues to at least 

2005, the thousands of FDCs in Post Office 

albums, other albums and loose, with numerous 

earlier from 1930s onwards, a plethora of the 

different cachets/illustrations, occasional event 

covers, the PHQs also looking highly 

comprehensive, many franked First Day, also 

noted boxed (x3) 'ingot' collection and other 

uncommon material. A paradise for the FDC 

cachet hunter. £400-500 
  

312 
 

Great Britain with Key PO Label Sheets 

Two binders of hingeless pages with mint sets 

and defins to £10 denomination, from 1970s to 

2001, including the scarce 2000/01 Christmas 

'smiler' sheets inscribed 'Consignia' and 'Post 

Office' (SG.LS2/a, LS3/a, cat. £1,450). Also two 

velvet binders of Benham silk FDCs (approx. 40) 

incl. Channel Islands, plus further shoebox of GB 

FDCs incl. Cotswold, etc. Face value alone well 

over £600. £350-400 
  

313 
 

Great Britain Year Books 

Royal Mail year books (16) including two each for 

the years 2005-2009 inclusive (numbers 22-26), 

almost all the latter still in their wrappers. Approx. 

face value £600++, cat. over £1,500. £300-350 
  

314 
 

Great Britain and Canada FDCs etc. 

An interesting collection in two small cartons, 

formed by a Post Office employee who kept his 

eye out for anything unusual over his 36 years' 

career. There are two volumes of Canada FDCs 

from 1949 onwards, a range of booklets, etc. 

Then the six volumes of GB including a group of 

pre-decimal printing faults on Machins and 

commems, useful control numbers, as well as a 

great range of out-of-the-ordinary 

commemorative covers inlcuding more than 60 

FDCs and rail commem skillfully hand-illustrated 

by the postal clerk's wife. More here to discover, 

for example a complete 1937 Air Mail pamphlet 

for official use. A difficult holding to adequately 

describe, thorough inspection recommended. 

£250-300 
  

315 
 

Great Britain New Issues, etc. 

Mostly GB pre-decimal and early decimal 

including albums of quarter-sheet panes, 

presentation/year packs, booklets, etc. including 

1948 silver wedding £1 corner block of four MNH, 

1951 high values set mint/MNH, castles high 

values in corner blocks to £1, traffic lights galore 

and interesting Machins, as well as a little 

Commonwealth, mostly high values incl. Leeward 

Islands KGVI £1 MNH. Please inspect. Well over 
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£600 of face value not counting the lower 

denominations. £250-300 
  

316 
 

Great Britain Presentation Packs 

1982 to 1998 packs twice over in three Royal Mail 

albums and a small box (lacking #166), as well as 

2012 Olympics/Paralympics complete panes in 

another album, plus various earlier and pre-

decimal packs/year packs. Face value well over 

£500. £200-250 
  

317 
 

Great Britain 

Post Office Marketing Posters, over 130 different 

A4 advertising posters for new stamp and booklet 

issues from late 1970s to early 1990s, only in use 

in Post Offices and not publicly available. Most 

accompanied by the corresponding FDCs, 

usually with about 3 to 10 each (total 450+), or in 

the case of the Wedgwood, with the booklet and 

4 FDCs with the different panes and for the 1986 

Royal Wedding the sheet of stamps along with 

Charles/Di sheet etc. Also included is a 1980 

Olympics mint sheet collection in special album 

incl. China sheet (SG.2964, cat.£150 for singles) 

and an additional bag of back-office material incl. 

unused FDC illustrated envelopes. These posters 

were assembled over the course of a career in 

the Post Office and are very seldom seen. A rare 

opportunity to make your collection a cut above 

the usual. £150-200 
  

318 
 

Great Britain Benham FDCs 

Benham silk FDCs, a neat collection of well over 

400 covers/cards in seven velvet albums filling a 

plastic container, including two-volume Charles 

and Diana section. £100-150 
  

319 
 

Great Britain 

2000s New Issues/FDCs, 3 Royal Mail albums of 

FDCs to 2013, the great majority 2010s with 

defins, commems, miniature sheets, etc. with 

different postmark on the repeated issues. Also a 

folder of 1st class special sheets 2010-'12 and a 

blue filing box incl. still-wrapped Royal Mail 

souvenir boxes for military uniforms and WWI, 

etc. Minimum face value £130. £100-120 
  

320 
 

Great Britain FDCs 

Collection in a carton organised from 1964 to 

2012 in eight red Royal Mail albums. Including 

defins, panes, miniature sheets, etc, appears 

highly complete for the period - over 600 covers - 

with 2013 loose at the end. £100-150 
  

321 
 

Great Britain, Cotswold and Stuart Special 

Christmas FDCs 

Two large binders with well-ordered and 

comprehensive runs of the 'Cotswold' (over 120) 

and 'Stuart' (approx. 90) Christmas issues FDCs, 

the Cotswolds from 1970 'Christmas Rose' first 

issue to 2018 set of four covers, the Stuarts from 

1966 to the 2015 pair of covers. Some scarce 

issues here, many of these are achieving very 

high sold prices on eBay, certainly far more than 

our 50p average! £100-150 
  

322 
 

Channel Islands and I.o.M. 2002-2005 New 

Issues 

A wine box about half full of envelopes of mint 

sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, presentation 

packs, etc, Guernsey, Jersey and Isle of Man, as 

assembled on a new issue service from 2002 to 

2005, cost approx. £500. High face value. £50-70 
  

323 
 

Channel Islands and Regionals 

Channel Islands, regionals and private/local 

posts, from a half-tonne estate, six volumes plus 

loose FDCs and presentation packs in a clear 

plastic container, including Lundy, Scottish 

Islands and others seldom seen incl. Calvey and 

Brechou covers. Also a sheaf of Lighthouse 

hingeless pages for Jersey 1992-2005. £80-120 
  

324 
 

Channel Islands 

Assortment in box, many 100s of mostly 

mint/MNH stamps on album pages and 

stockpages, good covers from early arms issues 

onwards, FDCs to 1973, MNH and used 1969 

sets to £1, postage dues to 5/-, duplication 
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throughout, with approx. face value £250 on the 

pages. Please inspect. £100-150 
  

325 
 

Channel Islands 

Collection in 3 Cartons, pairs of boxed 

Lighthouse hingeless albums for Guernsey, 

Jersey and Isle of Man all six books well-filled 

with mint/MNH from 1940s to 1990s, with three 

further binders for the used. Also GB in two 

Lighthouse hingeless albums with useful mint 

from KGV onwards, as well as worldwide 

mixtures, etc. £200-250 
  

326 
 

Channel Islands to 2016 

Three cartons from the island enthusiast's estate: 

a neatly presented collection in thirteen Lindner 

hingeless albums with hardly any empty spaces: 

Jersey 1969-2016 in five vols, Guernsey 1969-

2016 in four vols, Alderney 1983-2016 in one 

volume and Isle of Man 1973-2011 in three 

volumes. Everything is mint never hinged in 

pristine quality. One of the large cartons is filled 

with FDCs in fourteen cover books to 1997, a few 

books of PHQ cards and range of booklets. £400-

500 
  

327 
 

Accessories and Collateral, ex-Estate 

The accessories and collateral from the half-

tonne estate, an oversize carton of accessories 

with 22 albums/stockbooks including two Post 

Office cover/card albums, a very clean Senator 

album (black) with quadrille pages, boxed SG and 

Davo albums, packs of mounts, etc. Then a small 

clear container with various cigarette card 

volumes including an old printed Chairman 

Juniors 'Film Stars' album complete with 36 

photographic cards of the major Hollywood and 

British stars, also a volume of 'prints' with 

entomological plates and 1780 parliamentary 

records, a wine label album, as well as 

Banknotes with two albums, good range of old 

GB, Asia and others, mostly uncirculated, the 

China incl. 1914 5 yuan and 10 yuan and 1935 

(?) 5 yuan all uncirculated, Japanese Occupation 

of Burma uncirculated 10c, etc. £200-250 
  

328 
 

Accessories - Albums 

Three cartons of albums/stockbooks, including 

various loose-leaf album binders, 4 Simplex 

volumes with pages, 6 large stockbooks mostly 

as new with 3 unwrapped, 7 Royal Mail slipcases, 

etc. £100-150 
  

329 
 

Literature 

Two cartons filled with approx. 70 volumes from 

vintage to 2007 with foreign catalogues including 

1990s Michels still useful for reference, Robson 

Lowe's 'The British Postage Stamp of the 

Nineteenth Century', Post Office Numbers 1844-

1906, thematic guides, a specialist guide to 

perfins, etc. Please inspect. £50-60 
  

330 
 

Literature 

'The Potter-Shelton Tables of K.G. VI Printings.' 

An essential resource for the specialist collector 

of 1930s-'50s British Commonwealth. £10-20 
  

331 
 

Literature: 'Stamps of India' 1st edition 

1942 1st edition of Jal Cooper's 'Stamps of India', 

hardcover with dust-jacket, a charmingly written 

and fascinating work, essential on the shelf of the 

India and Indian States collector. We could not 

find this for sale anywhere on the internet. £30-50 
  

332 
 

Western Australia Literature 

Two hardcover volumes published by the 

Western Australia Study Group: 'The Stamps and 

Postal History' and companion 'The Postal 

Stationery to 1914'. Indispensable for the budding 

specialist of this area wishing to take their 

collecting to the next level. £30-40 
  

333 
 

19th Century Shipping Ephemera 

A fascinating group of documents from a family of 

ship's masters, from 19th century (c.1860s) to 

1940s, including certificates and qualifications on 

parchment incl. waterproof registration document 

with twenty-one 6d. revenue stamps of two kinds, 

also a 1901 letter from the General Post Office 
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Secretary's office attached with two QV 

'Poundage three half-pence' postal orders for 20/- 

each, explaining that the Captain attempting to 

claim the sum should take it up with the money 

changer at Genoa who originally sold them! 

Seven documents plus WWII airwoman's service 

and release book. Please view to appreciate. 

£30-40 
  

334 
 

Postal Clerk's souvenirs 

A nice range of items from an ex-postmaster at 

The Bents office, South Shields (closed in 2003). 

Includes hallmarked silver-gilt Consignia 

presentation pin for 30 years' service, an old wax 

seal handstamp in brass for 'The Bents - South 

Shields' with crown in centre and 1926 Post 

Office issue 'Express Delivery Services' 

instructions leaflet with extensive amendments 

annotated in red ink, as well as 10 binders of 

FDCs, m/s etc. Also included is a charming paper 

weight from the desk of the vendor's father who 

was head councillor of Harlow, with the 1989 

Lord Mayor's Show strip in perspex block. 

Unusual stuff. £50-60 
  

335 
 

Postcards 

Two original albums and a cigarette card album. 

The albums contain a wide mixture of printed and 

real photographic cards, many of holiday places 

but better noted including Birmingham Fire 

Brigade (printed). River Severn frozen at 

Ironbridge - February 1917, with ranges of cards 

of Sandwich, Malvern, Ryhope and Chorlton near 

Stockport. There are also a number of comic 

cards by publishers such as Bamforth, many 

clean with better topics such as Motoring, Police 

etc, as well as some good novelty pullouts, Mabel 

Lucy Attwell and military. £150-200 
  

336 
 

A box housing several hundred cards with many 

real photos. Strengths include North Yorkshire, 

with a good range of Birdsall House, Isle of Skye 

and Ross-shire where some of the cards were 

sent from. Better include St. John Ambulance at 

York, Shark Fishing – Isles of Scilly, Whaling 

Station on Harris (3) The Kishorn Dwarfs, a range 

of Stanley, Perthshire, novelty pullouts, transport, 

shipping, birds, poultry, horse racing, and military. 

Well worth viewing. £250-300 
  

337 
 

Postcards 

A small bundle of approximately 110 postcards 

predominantly of County Durham and 

Northumberland. Almost all examples are printed, 

but better examples include Leadgate Station, 

Beamish Station, other Beamish examples, New 

Hirst, Ashington, New York, Tyne Dock and 

Springwell by publishers such as Ruddock, Auty 

Series and Hills of Sunderland. £80-100 
  

338 
 

Postcards 

Two modern albums ( Burgundy & Green) of 

postcards. One containing approx. 31 of shipping 

interest, mainly liners with some ephemera with a 

second album of approx.. 77 cards including an 

interesting collection of Airships (25) 

predominantly Real Photographic of Airships in 

the Aldershot area including two views of the 

wreck of the Lebaudy. Of further note is a fine 

collection of early aviation, (22) including many 

early cards of Aeroplanes flown by Cody, his fatal 

crash and funeral with further early views of 

aeroplanes and waterplanes. Also a bundle of 

mixed cards and ephemera. £300-400 
  

339 
 

Two modern albums ( Green & Blue ) of 

topographical postcards. The first album 

containing a collection of approx. 164 postcards 

of Howden and Boothferry. Although there is a 

quantity of Howden Church / ruins cards there 

are also many better street scenes, Market Day 

scenes, Railway Station, Shop Front and a 

Howdenshire 1906 Electioneering card. Many of 

the better cards taken by Doncaster 

Photographers Scrivens, Arjay, Donlion etc with 

others by Glen and Bramley of Leeds. The 
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second album of approx. 72 cards covers the 

adjacent area of Howdendyke, Airmyn, Goole, 

Cawood and Rawcliffe. £300-400 
  

340 
 

Postcards 

An accumulation of cards of mixed subjects and 

all periods, many modern. Some foreign including 

better. Collectable cards include "Mary McKay & 

Spinning Wheel, 90 Years, Never out of 

Glenarriff", Haydon Bridge, Lower Stoke, Youth 

Hostels, and a range of Marske-by-the Sea. £60-

80 
  

341 
 

Postcards 

An Original slim album containing approx. 150 

cards, predominantly printed Edwardian with 

strength in North Yorks / Teesside / North East 

areas with a range of Castleton, North Yorks 

(including Railway Station), and Stockton, 

Thornaby, Richmond and Annan also seen. 

£100-150 
  

342 
 

Three albums holding a mixture of cards. A good 

number of silks (21) including better designs such 

as “John Bull – Ever Ready!” The second album 

contains a quantity of shipping cards including a 

card of the Lusitania and one of RMS Titanic 

(post-disaster) with others including a selection of 

signed Emmerdale Cast cards. A third album 

holds largely topographic and comic cards 

including an excellent Whitehaven published 

Westmorland registered vintage Motor Car and 

occupants. £200-250 
  

343 
 

Postcards 

Two albums, a modern one containing a large 

quantity of Greeting / Romance Birthday and 

Christmas postcards with a few topographical 

and a couple of silks, three nicer cards of 

Overseal, Derbyshire noted. A second Edwardian 

green album containing approx. 265 postcards; a 

mix of subject and topographical, British and 

foreign cards. Shipping, Exhibitions, Canada, 

Comic, Silks etc, Ranges of Ealing and Luton, 

Bulford Camp Refreshment Bar and other Military 

cards, along with Ashford and a quantity of 

Wales. A few of the cards at the front of the 

album have been stuck in the album but seem to 

come free relatively easily. £80-100 
  

344 
 

Postcards 

A modern green album containing approx. 59 

National Flag Views postcards. Many countries 

represented, Germany being the most common, 

however Italy, France, Belgium, Sweden. Brazil, 

Russia, Great Britain, West Indies and even the 

Faroe Islands are all represented. Generally the 

cards appear to be German published and some 

have been notated to the picture side of the card. 

Attractively presented with space in the album for 

the collection to be added to! £60-80 
  

345 
 

Postcards 

A white box containing a quantity of postcards 

and a book-shaped postcard store too. The book 

contains predominantly cards from the Kishorn / 

Loch Carron area of Ross-shire in Scotland 

including what must be the first motor car to 

attempt to traverse the Bealach Na Ba Pass to 

Applecross and also a nice Wool Dyeing social 

history view of locals at Shawbost on the Isle of 

Lewis. The box further contains a quantity 

including some 30 or so cards of Welbeck Abbey 

including not just the house but Welbeck Sports 

and Tug Of War and the Silver Wedding 

Celebrations of June 1914. £100-150 
  

346 
 

A large Olive album holding an original collection 

of approx. 500 mainly subject cards. Strong on 

animals of all kinds with many Cats, Dogs, 

Horses and Race Horses along with many artist 

drawn cards by Mabel Lucy Attwell, Lawson 

Wood, G. E. Study and many others etc of 

Children, Bonzo’s Fairies and Teddy Bears. 

Other better cards include Louis Wain (3), Violet 

Roberts (2), Felix the Cat, Race Horse Derby 

Winners 1919 / 20, with other anthropomorphic 
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animal and vegetable cards, many novelty 

pullouts, A. C. Stedman, New Zealand Tennis 

Player at Wimbledon RP with some topography, 

mainly Scottish. £250-300 
  

347 
 

Postcard 

A rare W. Gothard of Barnsley card of “Souvenir 

of Celebrations at Welbeck Abbey, June 11th 

1914 – The Silver Wedding of the Duke & 

Duchess of Portland Also Marquis of Titchfield’s 

Coming of Age.” and is in good order. Warner 

Gothard of Eldon Street, Barnsley was 

predominantly a Portrait Photographer but is 

noted for his montage souvenir cards of events 

and disasters around the country between 1905 

and 1916. The Gothard website lists 92 different 

cards, this event being one of the scarcer 

examples. This is a ninety-third card, the same 

montage exists but is dated June 12th 1914 not 

June 11th 1914. The card is in clean unused 

condition with light corner wear commensurate 

with its age £150-200 
  

348 
 

Postcards 

Two albums containing approximately 300 

postcards including a complete mixture of Subject 

and Topographical cards including some Real 

Photographic including some better coastal cards 

of the Elmer and Middleton on Sea areas of 

Sussex. £80-100 
  

349 
 

A Plastic Storage tub with a pink lid and a Black 

Box containing a varied collection of postcards 

including some Durham and Northumberland 

interest. Annfield Plain, West Stanley and 

Calderbank all noted along with Mauratania Trials 

on the Tyne at Newcastle. Condition mixed. Also 

a box of 1960s postcards of mixed sizes, some 

useful scenes £200-250 
  

350 
 

A box containing a mix of subject and 

topographical cards including Bamforth Song 

Cards and a large range of UK views. Strength in 

Bristol, Yorkshire and Lincolnshire with ranges 

noted of Spalding and Retford whilst better cards 

include a Wisbech Published Shop Front, 

Northwich Subsidence, Fletchers of Shipley 

Gravy Salts advertising card, Early Aviation 

Comic (3) and a R. M. S. Titanic Memoriam card. 

£250-300 
  

351 
 

A large plastic Store Box containing many 

hundreds of postcards, both British, Subject and 

Foreign cards over a wide mix of periods. Noted 

cards include Lancaster Motorbus (2), St. Kilda 

Multiviews (2), Glasgow Salvage Corps, 

Sandsend – Artist Drawn by J. Ulrich Walmsley 

(2) with ranges of Orcadian cards of Stromness 

and Kirkwall, Shop Fronts etc. Viewing will 

reward £400-450 
  

352 
 

Postcards 

A box containing five period albums of postcards, 

both British and overseas with a plethora of 

subject cards also including Railway, Shipping, 

Aviation, Song Cards, Comic, Children, Animals 

etc. £100-150 
  

353 
 

Six postcard albums and a small box containing... 

A box containing six albums containing a mix of 

foreign cards and English. Comic, Greetings, 

Flowers and Advertising with a range of 

topographical cards from France, Switzerland, 

Portugal and Madeira. Strength in southern 

English counties from Cornwall through to 

Sussex and Surrey. Ranges of better Hampshire 

villages and towns include Ringwood, Odiham, 

Old Basing, Bishop’s Sutton etc. with many better 

locally produced Real Photographs. Other better 

cards of note include Instow ( Devon ) Football 

Team 1908 / 9, Children’s Special Service 

Mission on Felixstowe Beach, Suffolk (2) R. M. S. 

Olympic and R. M. S. Titanic (2), one artist 

drawn, the other a better Memoriam example with 

views of the ship, Captain Smith and Mr John 

George Phillips, Wireless Operator. Also a small 
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box containing some small booklet / photo packs. 

£400-450 
  

354 
 

Postcards 

A shoe box full of postcards, many of them from 

various parts of the USA and predominantly 

printed. Some English cards seen, Ranges of 

Harrogate, Malvern, New Forest and Plockton / 

Lochcarron area of Scotland with better cards 

including Kettlepot Coal Mine 1921, Old Malton 

Flood Sept. 1931 and the Union Jack at South 

Pole (creased). £40-60 
  

355 
 

Postcards 

A large accumulation of Railway and Small 

Gauge Railway cards of mixed ages contained in 

five boxes and an album. The boxes contain 

mainly modern of mixed sizes of Buses. Boats, 

Aeroplanes, Transport, Post Buses, Local History 

Cards etc. Also approx. 100 sets mainly of six 

cards published of Narrow Gauge and Heritage 

Lines by Dalkeith of Bournemouth all numbered 

and limited editions. A further box of Miniature 

and Preserved Railways Steam Lines in A – Z 

order with some earlier 1960s Valentines Real 

Photographic cards of some of the Welsh Lines. 

In addition a further box with mixed period cards 

of Famous Trains / Engines, Eskdale Railway etc 

and also a large Tan Modern Album containing 

approx. 450 mixed ages from Edwardian to 

Modern of all small sized Railway Officials, 

Famous Trains with modern ranges of the coastal 

line at Dawlish and Snowdon Mountain Railway 

as well. £150-200 
  

356 
 

Postcards 

A turqoise album containing aproximately 170 

cards, mixture and subject and topographical 

including better cards of Syderstone, Docking, 

Harrogate, Morecambe and Howstrake Holiday 

Camp, Isle of Man £60-80 
  

357 
 

Postcards: Exhibitions 

Postcards: Exhibitions: Collection of Postcards in 

4 albums; Good range of Exhibition cards 

including:- Scottish National Exhib. 1908; 

Bradford Exhib. 1908; Franco British 1908; 

Imperial International 1909; Festival of Empire 

Exhib. 1924; North East Coast 1929; Festival of 

Britain etc. Also sections on Fairgrounds; Gruss 

Aus; Advertising; Maritime cards. Interesting 

1890s. Good range of cards. (300+) £60-80 
  

358 
 

Postcards 

A cardboard tray containing a bundle of foreign 

including German Trams along with another 

bundle of British printed topography , better 

Jesmond Dene Electric Railway Station and 

South Shields cards amongst them along with 

better RPs including Bury St. Edmunds posted 

animated street scene, Chesterfield Hospital and 

King’s Funeral Procession. Q.T.S.S. Mauretania 

Trials on the Tyne and Welbeck Abbey. £60-80 
  

359 
 

Two albums containing a collection of L.L. (Louis 

Levy, Paris) cards all from the London Series 

which also includes places such as Richmond, 

Twyford, Hampton Court, Maidenhead and 

Henley on Thames. All arranged in number order, 

over 350 cards are included, with variants. Many 

of Central London, such as House of Commons, 

Westminster, St. Pauls, Hampton Court etc. but 

also many street scenes and better suburb cards 

in this collectable series. £250-350 
  

360 
 

An Album holding approx. 275 postcards of the 

Transporter Bridge at Newport, Monmouthshire. 

A lifetime’s collection of this Edwardian structure 

over the River Usk in Wales. Cards vary from the 

stunning to the more of the mill showing the 

bridge from every conceivable angle and part 

with many Real Photographs with some great 

local examples. Also an album containing a 

concise and I believe complete set of modern 

sized Artist Drawn postcards by David Skipp and 

published by Town & County Prints of Sidmouth. 

All in number and series order they cover mainly 
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Devon, but also Cornwall, West Dorset and South 

Somerset in later series. Printed in the 1980s and 

all in mint unused condition. £400-500 
  

361 
 

(Tan Album) An album containing approx. 650 

postcards and photographs of Trams. Areas 

include Bradford, Dewsbury, Halifax, 

Huddersfield, Scarborough, York and other West 

Riding towns such as Pontefract, Castleford and 

Wakefield. Many of the York, Scarborough and 

Wakefield images are photographs but the other 

areas predominantly contain original postcards. 

Many trams in street settings and several 

stunning cards. Viewing will reward. £1,000-1,200 
  

362 
 

(Black Album) A Further Album of approx. 400 

Leeds Suburbs comprising Adel (146) Many 

common and church views but better noted 

included Adel Motor Bus, Alwoodley (22) and 

Armley (235) Many Real Photographic better 

cards from both the Edwardian and Inter War 

eras. £600-800 
  

363 
 

Postcards 

(Blue Album) An advanced and concise collection 

of approx. 520 cards of Roundhay Park, Leeds. 

The views include every aspect of the park from 

the gardens, lakes and waterfall through to the 

mansion house and Hermit’s Castle. A mix of 

printed cards and Real Photos, many by local 

publishers noticed including six views of the 

Leeds Hospital Gala held here in 1911 showing 

the events and hot air balloon. £150-250 
  

364 
 

(Red Album) An album of approx. 425 cards of 

Leeds, both central and many of the suburbs. 

This album contains the work of two producers, 

Lilywhite Ltd. of Halifax, then later, Triangle, 

Sowerby Bridge and Brighouse finally. All three 

series are well covered (162) with some of the 

later larger modern sized format (26). Also is a 

large collection of cards published by James 

Valentines & Son of Dundee of all eras from the 

early 1900s up to the 1950s. Predominantly Real 

Photographic although the Valentines are partly 

printed, many better cards noted. £400-500 
  

365 
 

(Green Album) An album containing approx. 540 

cards of Leeds by publishers starting with the 

letters P – R. These include Chas. Pickard (136), 

Slater (70) Rotary (122) and Rapid Photo (35) 

The strength lies however in the selection of 

Richards of Strensall cards of which there are 

162, mostly 1930 / 40s scenes of the suburbs. 

£600-800 
  

366 
 

A blue album containing approx. 100 postcards of 

the Teesside area. Hartlepool, including 1922 fire 

(3), Marton, Ormesby, South Bank, Cargo Fleet 

Blast Furnaces, Port Clarence and the 

Transporter Bridge and Sadler’s Fire (1). Further 

cards cover Stockton, Thornaby, Darlington and 

villages around. Many printed cards including 

Brittain & Wright and the RSK Series along with 

some Real Photographic. £250-350 
  

367 
 

Another blue album containing approx. 77 cards 

mainly of French origin. A great collection of 

Social History content with barely two cards being 

of the same subject. Starting with some French 

and German ships, shipbuilding and submarines 

topics include a Seaplane, Hot Air Balloon, 

unusual bridges, Railway Stations (2) Factories, 

Collieries, Fishmarket, the wreck of the Hilda at 

St. Malo. Tannery – Lavoir de Brugelette (7) 

Industrial, Construction, Parades and the Paris 

Flood of January 1910. Quirky cards include a 

Paris Postcard Stall, a Paris Bird Charmer, Fisher 

Folk, Customs Post; Italian and French border, A 

bearded woman and a tattooed woman. Two 

great cards of the 1908 Grand Prix and a 

selection of Military WW1 cards including aerial 

views of Shell Holes and two rare trench views in 

Northern France presumably with dead soldiers 

in view and a further four deceased soldiers 

scenes including 2 Tank scenes and a wood near 
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Chateau Thierry. A collection of good cards with 

a plethora of interests and subjects. £250-300 
  

368 
 

blue album containing approx. 128 cards + a 

collection of 44 Radio Operator contact cards. 

Advertising with Tea Trade cards noted (2) 

followed a selection of British then foreign 

Royalty, with Portraits of Queen Victoria (5) and 

the Kings and Queens, Czars and Czarina etc of 

Montenegro, Serbia. Bulgaria and Romania with 

a bigger selection of the Russian Royal Family 

(22). Other famous people featured are Captain 

Robert Scott of the Antarctic (Artist Drawn), 

Churchill (incl. captioned in German), Hitler and 

David Lloyd George’s National Health Stamp – 3 

comic and one other. A further section of Cards 

of countries stamp and coin ranges of interests to 

the philatelic and numismatist. Good single 

topographical cards include Blackpool Pier 

crowded in 1936, Isle of Man TT c. 1907 – 10 (2) 

unfortunately cut down / trimmed, Acomb Car 

Terminus, Binfield, Sandbach, Brighton 

Downland Motorbuses (2), Chester le Street 

Shrove Tuesday, Derby Road Furnaces – 

Chesterfield and a Woolwich War Workers 

Ambulance. In addition as previously mentioned 

is a group of 44 unusual radio amateur cards 

from a colourful range of countries covering much 

of Africa; Senegal, Mauritius, Congo, North & 

South Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Tanganyika etc, 

Cuba, Puerto Rico, Argentina, Chile, Finland, 

Austria, Tasmania, Bulgaria, Romania, USSR, 

Azerbaijan, Guam, Philippines, Israel Iran, 

Bahrain etc £250-300 
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further blue album with a large and valuable 

collection of approx. 220 subject cards. The 

album covers a wide and colourful range of 

subjects of rare and better cards. Starting from 

the time of Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee in 

1897 of which there are a mix of intermediate and 

court cards (3) an 1890 Penny Postage Jubilee 

postmarked correspondence card, 1891 

Eddystone Royal Navy Exhibition, An 1899 

Memoriam card of Franz Faure French President, 

and two 1900 Deutsche Reichspoft Postkartes 

with 31st December 1899 cancellation to stamps 

and 1st January 1900 postmark to lower left of 

cover. Further cards include Mafeking, German 

Royal Visits and similar visits overseas by 

Edward VII with ranges of early Tuck Heraldic 

cards and cards of philatelic and numismatist 

content and interest, with also a selection of 

Russian Royal Family cards. A portrait of Franz 

Ferdinand with several others of world war 

interest including a Kitchener memoriam card and 

Royal Families from Bulgaria, Montenegro, 

Romania and Servia with a particularly nice 

woven silk of the Seat of War in the Far East. Of 

further great interest are a series of Political cards 

including a Joseph Chamberlain Birthday and 

Anniversary of entering Parliament card with 

some comic cards of his Trade Tariff Reforms. 

The 1916 Sinn Fein Dublin Rebellion (1) and Five 

Suffragette cards including Mrs Drummond on the 

Thames addressing parliament and advertising a 

rally in Hyde Park, Miss Emily Wilding Davison’s 

Funeral at Morpeth, Mrs Pankhurst, Portrait plus 

a London Life Rotary Rp and a comic. A range of 

18 embroidered silks including a rare RSPCA 

Auxiliary AVC, Durham Light Infantry (3) 

Yorkshire Regiment (3) Yorkshire Hussars, 

Northumberland Fusiliers plus 4 French burning 

towns woven silks – Malines, Ypres Tilloloy etc. A 

set of six World War One Heros and two 

mechanical Anti-German Sentiment cards. Also a 

reasonably full set of the Senghenydd Pit 

Disaster of 1913 published by Benton of Glasgow 

1 – 25 ( missing numbers 14, 15, 20). An 

outstanding collection which needs careful 

viewing. £1,200-1,500 

 

End of Sale 
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